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EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMINATION-Friendship, Commerce and
Navigation Treaties and Title VII
The United States Supreme Court has recently agreed to consider a
novel and difficult question involving a conflict between a "friendship,
commerce, and navigation" treaty ' and a domestic civil rights statute.2
Specifically, the Court will decide whether the 1953 Treaty of Friend-
ship, Commerce, and Navigation between the United States and Japan 3
provides a wholly owned Japanese subsidiary incorporated in the United
States the absolute right to fill management level positions with Japanese
nationals, irrespective of American laws prohibiting racial discrimination
in employment. 4 That the dispute is ripe for Supreme Court adjudica-
tion is evident from the interpretational conflicts that have arisen among
federal agencies 5 and, most recently, between the Second and Fifth Cir-
cuits. 6 Japanese companies operating in the United States seek to rely on
Article VIII(l) of the 1953 Treaty, which provides that "[n]ationals and
companies of either Party shall be permitted to engage, within the terri-
tories of the other party, [managerial personnel] of their choice,"'7 as a
defense to charges of racially discriminatory employment practices. Be-
cause the United States is signatory to well over two dozen FCN treaties
with similar "freedom of choice" provisions, 8 a Supreme Court decision
regarding the use of these treaties as a defense to charges of civil rights
I The term "treaty of friendship, commerce and navigation" [hereinafter FCN treaties] is
used as a term of art to describe a basic accord which establishes a framework for private com-
merce between American citizens and citizens of other countries. Beginning with the Treaty of
Amity and Commerce with France, Feb. 6, 1778, 8 Stat. 12, T.S. No. 83, the device has been
utilized with certain variations designed to meet the exigencies of the day. See generally
Walker, Modern Treaties of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation, 42 Minn. L. Rev. 805
(1958).
2 Avigliano v. Sumitomo Shoji America, Inc., 638 F.2d 552 (2d Cir.), cert. granted, 102 S.
Ct. 501 (1981).
3 Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation, Apr. 2, 1953, United States-Japan, 4
U.S.T. 2063, T.I.A.S. No. 2863 [hereinafter cited as Japanese FCN Treaty].
4 638 F.2d at 552.
5 For a discussion of contrasting interpretational opinions expressed by the Department
of State, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission and the treaty negotiators, see Note,
Sptess v. C Itoh & Co. (Amenca): Do U.S. Commercial Treaties Provide Foreign Corporations
with an Immunity from U.S. Civil Rights Laws? 6 N.C.J. Int'l L. & Com. Reg. I1, 114-18
(1980).
6 Compare Avigliano, supra note 2, with Spiess v. C. Itoh & Co. (America), 643 F.2d 353
(5th Cir.), reh'g granted, 654 F.2d 302 (5th Cir. 1981). See also, Linskey v. Heidelberg Eastern,
Inc., 470 F. Supp. 1181 (E.D.N.Y. 1979).
7 Japanese FCN Treaty, supra note 3, art. VIII, para.l.
8 For a listing of FCN treaties with provisions similar to those in the Japanese FCN
Treaty, see 8 U.S.C.A. § 1101, historical note (West 1970) and I Int'l Legal Mat. 92 (1962).
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violations within the United States will have both domestic and interna-
tional consequences. 9
The case presently before the Court, Avighano v. Sumitomo Shoji
America, Inc.,'0 began in the Southern District of New York in a suit
against Sumitomo Shoji America (hereinafter Sumitomo), a New York-
incorporated wholly owned subsidiary of a Japanese "integrated trading
company.""1 Female employees of Sumitomo claimed that the com-
pany's practice of hiring only male Japanese nationals for management-
level positions discriminated against them on the basis of sex and na-
tional origin in violation of Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act. 12
Sumitomo sought dismissal on the grounds that the Japanese Treaty ex-
empted Japanese trading companies and their wholly owned subsidiaries
incorporated in the United States from application of Title VII.13 With-
out reaching the merits of this defense the district court denied
Sumitomo's motion to dismiss based on the "more fundamental" issue
presented, namely whether Sumitomo could, in the first instance, "in-
voke the aegis of the Treaty as sanction for its employment practices." 14
Relying on Article XXII(3),'5 the definitional section of the Treaty, the
court concluded that Sumitomo is a company of the United States, not of
Japan, and therefore has no standing to invoke the freedom of choice
provision granted by Article VIII(l) of the Treaty.' 6
On interlocutory appeal, the Second Circuit held that Sumitomo
could invoke Article VIII(1) of the Japanese Treaty but that the Treaty
did not exempt Sumitomo from Title VII as far as executive personnel
were concerned.17 The court found that to deny Sumitomo Treaty pro-
tection because it was operating as a locally incorporated subsidiary
rather than a branch of its Japanese parent would overlook the Treaty's
purpose of supporting foreign investment generally and would "disre-
gard substance for form.""' Moreover, the court noted that such a treaty
9 See generally Schwartz, Commercial Treaties and the American Civil Rights Laws:
The Case of Japanese Employees, 31 Stan. L. Rev. 947 (1979).
10 638 F.2d 552 (2d Cir.), cert. granted, 102 S.Ct. 501 (1981).
11 "Integrated trading companies" engage in the purchase and resale of goods for import
and export markets. As of May 1978, there were fewer than a dozen such integrated trading
companies although they account for more than fifty percent of Japan's imports and exports.
Avigliano v. Sumitomo Shoji America, Inc., 473 F. Supp. 506, 508 n.3 (S.D.N.Y. 1978).
12 42 U.S.C. §§ 2000e to 2000e-17 (1976 & Supp. III 1979).
13 473 F. Supp. at 508. In addition, Sumitomo interposed four counterclaims alleging
abuse of legal process and tortious interference with the operation of its business activities. Id.
at 508-09, 514-16. These counterclaims are not relevant to the certified question presently
before the Court on interlocutory appeal.
14 Id. at 509. The court did, however, dismiss plaintiff's claims based on the Thirteenth
Amendment and on 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-5(k) (1976). Id. at 514, 515.
Is Article XXII(3) of the Japanese FCN Treaty, supra note 3, reads in pertinent part:
"Companies constituted under the applicable laws and regulations within the territories of
either Party shall be deemed companies thereof and shall have their juridical status recognized
within the territories of the other Party."
16 473 F. Supp. at 513.
17 638 F.2d at 558.
18 Id. at 556.
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construction could be easily circumvented by a foreign corporation if its
United States subsidiaries were converted into branches.' 9 The court re-
jected the argument that three Treaty provisions which explicitly grant
rights to subsidiaries 20 were intended to define the outer limits of subsid-
iaries' rights or to bar them from enjoying additional rights granted to
branches. These were instances, the court reasoned, where extra protec-
tion was to be accorded subsidiaries in their capacity as "companies of
either Party."'2 1 Article XXII(3) of the Japanese Treaty defines a com-
pany's nationality for the purpose of recognizing its status as a legal en-
tity but not for the purpose of restricting substantive rights granted
elsewhere in the Treaty. 22 Thus, the court concluded Sumitomo was
properly classified as a Japanese company for the purpose of invoking the
substantive provisions of the Treaty.2 3
In construing the freedom of choice language of Article VIII(l),24
Judge Mansfield pointed to the prevailing practice of the United States
and foreign countries at the time the Treaty was negotiated, of severely
restricting the employment of noncitizens. The Treaty drafters inserted
Article VIII(l), according to Judge Mansfield, to "exempt companies op-
erating abroad from local legislation restricting the employment of
noncitizens '"25 and "to facilitate a party's employment of its own nation-
als to the extent necessary to insure its operational success in the host
country." 26 A foreign company's right to hire executives "of [its] choice,"
however, does not give Japanese firms operating in the United States a
license to violate civil rights laws. If Sumitomo seeks an exemption from
laws prohibiting discrimination in employment, then the burden is on
the company to demonstrate a bona fide occupational qualification 27
19 Id.
20 Japanese FCN Treaty, supra note 3, arts. VI(4), VII(l), VII(4).
21 638 F.2d at 556. To hold otherwise, the court stated, would create a "crazy quilt pat-
tern" which would entitle subsidiaries to only minor rights compared to the broad rights en-
joyed by branches under the treaty. "It would be illogical to infer that the drafters . . .
intended . . . to act in such a haphazard way." Id.
22 Id. at 557.
23 Id. at 558.
24 Article VIII(I) gives Japanese companies operating in the United States the right to
hire "accountants and other technical experts, executive personnel, attorneys, agents, and other
specialists of their choice." Japanese FCN Treaty, supra note 3, art. VIII.
25 638 F.2d at 559, citing Walker, Treaties for the Encouragement and Protection of For-
eign Investment: Present United States Practice, 5 Am. J. Comp. L. 229, 234 (1956).
26 638 F.2d at 559.
27 Section 703(a) of the 1964 Civil Rights Act prohibits unlawful employment practices
based on race, color, religion, sex, or national origin. 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-2 (1976). The scope of
§ 703(a) is qualified by § 703(e) which states:
(e) Notwithstanding any other provision of this subchapter,
(1) It shall not be unlawful employment practice for an employer to hire and
employ employees . . . on the bases of his religion, sex, or national origin in
those certain circumstances where religion, sex or national origin is a bona
fide occupational qualification reasonably necessary to the normal operation
of that particular business enterprise. . ..
Id. § 2000e-2(e).
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(BFOQ) exception to Title VII. 28 As applied to Japanese companies en-
joying rights under the Treaty, a BFOQ exemption from Title VII must
be construed "in a manner that will give due weight to the Treaty rights
and unique requirements of a Japanese company doing business in the
United States."'29 The Second Circuit remanded the case to the district
court to determine whether some or all of Sumitomo's executive positions
qualified for this BFOQ status.30
In Spiess v. C Itoh & Co. (America),31 the Fifth Circuit was con-
fronted with a case substantially similar to Avigh'ano. Defendant Itoh is a
wholly owned Japanese subsidiary incorporated in the United States,
and also proferred the Japanese Treaty as a defense to a Title VII ac-
tion.32 The Spiess decision concurs with Avigihano as to the availability of
the substantive provisions of the Treaty to Japanese subsidiaries incorpo-
rated in the United States.33 The Fifth Circuit departed from Avigl'ano,
however, in delimiting the scope of Article VIII(l), and held that the
Japanese Treaty afforded American subsidiaries of Japanese companies
the absolute right to discriminate in favor of Japanese nationals. 34 Con-
ceding that the overriding goal of the Japanese Treaty was to provide
"national treatment," 35 that is, treatment similar to that accorded do-
mestic companies, to Japanese businesses operating in the United States,
the court nevertheless stated that the Article VIII(l) "of their choice"
28 638 F.2d at 559. The court advanced a special rule applicable to firms operating under
FCN treaties that would give foreign companies latitude in meeting the bona fide occupational
qualification exception of Title VII. Relevant considerations cited by the court include: "(1)
Japanese linguistic and cultural skills; (2) knowledge of Japanese products, markets, customs,
and business practices; (3) familiarity with the personnel and workings of the principal or par-
ent enterprise in Japan; and (4) acceptability to those persons with whom the company or
branch does business." Id.
29 638 F.2d at 559.
30 Id.
31 643 F.2d 353 (5th Cir. 1981), petit, for cert., 50 U.S.L.W. 3449 (Nov. 9, 1981); dis. purs.
to Rule 53, 50 U.S.L.W. 3550 (Jan. 5, 1982) (No. 81-938).
32 Employees of C. Itoh-America, a wholly owned Japanese subsidiary incorporated in
New York, filed a Title VII action against their employer who asserted that Article VIII(l) of
the Japanese Treaty cloaked the company with an absolute immunity from American discrimi-
nation laws. 643 F.2d at 355.
The district court in Spiess relied primarily on "the plain meaning of Article XXII(3)" and
concluded that C. Itoh-America had been "constituted under" the laws of the United States,
was a company of the United States, and therefore could not invoke the Article VIII freedom of
choice provision of the Treaty. 469 F. Supp. 1, 4 (S.D. Tex. 1979). Acknowledging the novelty
of the issue presented, the district court certified its decision to the Fifth Circuit Court of Ap-
peals. Id. at 10.
33 The Fifth Circuit noted that it would be unreasonable, albeit literal, to draw a distinc-
tion between a subsidiary and a branch. Thus, C. Itoh-America could "assert all rights ex-
tended to 'companies of either Party' by the Japanese Treaty." 643 F.2d at 359.
34 Id. at 362.
35 National treatment is one of two "contingent standards" delimiting the rights accorded
foreign nationals operating in the host country. Seen as the more desirable standard, national
treatment guarantees foreign nationals the same protections afforded to native citizens. The
"most-favored nation" standard, on the other hand, affords treatment as favorable as that en-
joyed by the citizens of the most-favored foreign nation. Walker, Modern Treaties of Friend-
ship, Commerce and Navigation, 42 Minn. L. Rev. 805, 811 (1958).
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provision was intended to create an absolute rule permitting foreign na-
tionals to control their overseas investments. 36 The court noted further
that any qualification of the Treaty right, such as making it subject to
the bona fide occupational qualification exemption of Title VII or as
overriding state but not federal law,3 7 would render Article VIII(1) "vir-
tually meaningless."' 38 Thus, the court concluded, the Treaty permits C.
Itoh-America to discriminate unconditionally in favor of Japanese per-
sonnel for executive and technical positions.39
These two cases present a critical conflict between the policies of
promoting foreign trade through FCN treaties and advancing equal op-
portunity in employment through United States statutes. As part of the
"supreme Law of the Land,"'40 and the primary instrument of civilized
interaction among nations, treaties enjoy a uniquely important status
under the law.41 By their nature, treaties attempt to articulate a com-
mon ground between differing cultures; it is important, therefore, that
they be interpreted in a manner "consistent with the genuine shared ex-
pectations of the contracting parties."'42 It is well documented that the
Article VIII(l) right to free choice of technical and managerial personnel
was inserted in the Japanese Treaty (and other post-World War II trea-
ties) as a device to insure U.S. companies' control over their Japanese
investments.43 Consequently, Japanese companies have a legitimate re-
ciprocal expectation regarding their investments in the United States by
resort to the same provisions. 44 To deny Japanese companies the un-
36 In contrast to contingent standards which define treatment of foreign nationals in rela-
tive terms, there are certain non-contingent or absolute rules designed to protect vital rights and
privileges of foreign nationals in any situation, irrespective of the protection afforded the indige-
nous population of the host country. 643 F.2d at 360, citing Walker, Modern Treaties, supra
note 35, at 811.
37 C. Itoh-America argued that if Article VIII goes beyond national treatment it does so
only to the extent of protecting Japanese companies from "ultranationalistic" state laws, but
not from federal laws forbidding companies themselves from discriminating. Under this analy-
sis, the Title VII exemption for bona fide occupational qualification would be broad enough to
encompass any rights that could be legitimately asserted by Japanese corporations under the
Treaty. 643 F.2d at 361.
38 Id. at 362.
39 Id.
40 U.S. Const. art. VI, cl. II.
41 The Supreme Court has announced that it will make every effort to uphold treaty obli-
gations and that such obligations will be deemed to supersede state law. See, e.g., United States
v. Pink, 315 U.S. 203, 230-31 (1942); Pigeon River Improvement, Slide & Boom Co. v. Charles
W. Cox, Ltd., 291 U.S. 138, 160 (1934). Furthermore, federal statutes "ought never to be con-
strued to violate the law of nations if any other possible construction remains ... " The
Charming Betsy, 6 U.S. (2 Cranch) 64, 118 (1804), quoted in McCulloch v. Sociedad Nacional
de Marineras de Honduras, 372 U.S. 10, 21 (1963). Congress must clearly intend to depart from
its treaty obligations before inconsistent federal legislation will govern. Beny v. Compania
Naviera Hildago, S.A., 353 U.S. 138, 147 (1957), quoted in 372 U.S. at 22.
42 Maximov v. United States, 299 F.2d 565, 568 (2d Cir. 1962), aff'd, 373 U.S. 49 (1963).
43 See Commercial Treaties - Treaties of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation with
Israel, Ethiopia, Italy, Denmark, Greece, Finland, Germany and Japan: Hearings before the
Subcom. of the Senate Comm. on Foreign Relations, 83d Cong., Ist Sess. 2, 3, 6-9 (1953).
44 643 F.2d at 362.
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qualified right to use their own executive personnel seems contrary to the
plain language of Article VIII(l) and the expectations of the parties with
regard to control of their respective investments. Furthermore, potential
reverberations of such a limiting construction could easily endanger
favorable treatment of U.S. companies abroad.
Although facilitation of international commerce remains important,
the Supreme Court must weigh this priority against the "hard-won
American commitment to eradicating discrimination '4 5 and, in particu-
lar, the concern for providing equal opportunity in employment. If the
Court holds that Article VIII(l) gives Japanese companies and their U.S.
incorporated subsidiaries the absolute right to discriminate in favor of
their own nationals, literally thousands of foreign companies4 6 operating
under commercial treaties with freedom of choice provisions could be
exempt from operation of Title VII. 4 7 Such a holding would undermine
the statutory equal opportunity protection enjoyed by U.S. workers.
Traditional canons of treaty construction provide the Court little
guidance in resolving this unique and pressing issue. For example, when
a treaty cannot be harmonized with an act of Congress, the general rule
is that the later in time is to prevail.48 Assuming irreconcilability be-
tween the Treaty and Title VII, the 1953 Treaty becomes subordinate to
Title VII and the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Even if the court were to rely
on this date of adoption rule to decide Avig/'ano, it will be faced with
other FCN treaties which were adopted after the Civil Rights Act of
1964.49 In addition to the anomalous situation of having differing con-
structions of identical provisions, a gross inequality would result from
exempting from operation of Title VII some foreign countries but not
others.
Another recognized canon of treaty interpretation is that Congress
must clearly intend to depart from its treaty obligations before inconsis-
tent federal legislation will govern.50 Unfortunately, the legislative his-
tory of Title VII is silent as to its effect on FCN treaties and thus provides
no guidance in resolving the conflict. Chances are remote, however, that
the Court will predicate its decision on a finding that FCN treaties and
Title VII are mutually repugnant.
45 See Schwartz, supra note 9, at 976.
46 As of August 1981, there were over 260 foreign-owned firms from twenty different coun-
tries operating in North Carolina alone. North Carolina Department of Commerce, Int'l Divi-
sion: Foreign-owned Firms Operating in North Carolina (1981).
47 The Second Circuit stated that such a broad Treaty construction, carried to its logical
conclusion, would immunize foreign companies "not only from Title VII but also, from laws
prohibiting employment of children, § 12 of the Fair Labor Standards Act, 29 U.S.C. § 212,
laws granting rights to unions and employees, Labor Management Relations Act, 29 U.S.C.
§§ 141-87, and the like." 638 F.2d at 559.
48 See, e.g., Akins v. United States, 551 F.2d 1222 (C.C.P.A. 1977); United States v. White,
508 F.2d 453 (8th Cir. 1974).
49 E.g., Treaty of Amity and Economic Relations with Thailand, May 29, 1966, United
States-Thailand, 23 U.S.T. 1158, T.I.A.S. No. 7378 (adopted Apr. 26, 1967).
50 See supra note 41.
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The Court is left with three viable alternatives. First, the Court
could find that Sumitomo is unable to invoke the protection of the
Treaty because it was incorporated in the United States and therefore is
a U.S. company. While this approach would subject Sumitomo to Title
VII scrutiny, it would forestall resolution of the critical issue. Foreign
subsidiaries would convert to branches and the question would again
arise as to whether a foreign branch could unqualifiedly discriminate in
favor of its nationals. Second, the Court could adopt the Fifth Circuit's
view in Spiess and find that the Article VIII "of their choice" provision
was intended to create an absolute rule permitting a foreign company to
discriminate in favor of its own nationals. 5 1 The more prudent alterna-
tive, however, would be to hold, as did the Second Circuit in Avighano,
that the "of their choice" provisions contained in FCN treaties are lim-
ited by the BFOQ exception to Title VII.
If the Court were to follow the Second Circuit and require foreign
companies operating in the United States to justify their managerial and
technical personnel employment decisions on the basis of bona fide occu-
pational qualifications, it would preserve the integrity of FCN treaties
without damaging employment opportunities for U.S. citizens. The gen-
eral intent of post-World War II FCN treaties was to create a legal envi-
ronment conducive to mutually beneficial trade and investment.5 2 An
environment of mutuality suggests equal, not favored, treatment for for-
eign companies operating in the host country. This construction is but-
tressed by the preamble to the Japanese Treaty which states that rights
established under the Treaty are founded on "principles of national and
most-favored-nation treatment unconditionally accorded."'5 3 It is clear
that foreign companies operating in the United States are not to be
discriminated against; however, neither are they to be given a status
superior to that of domestic corporations. The protection of Article
VIII(l) should give foreign companies latitude to hire their own nation-
als, as long as those companies can show business necessity.54 At the
same time, equal opportunity in employment will be preserved by pro-
viding U.S. citizens an equal opportunity to compete for jobs in which
nationality is not deemed essential to the protection of the foreign invest-
ment. This construction gives due consideration to foreign companies,
who justifiably expect national treatment, without allowing such compa-
nies to ignore United States laws on employment discrimination.
A corporate defendant has never resorted to an FCN treaty as a
defense to charges of employment discrimination. The Court's resolution
of the issue will involve a balancing of the United States' interest in
international commerce against its commitment to civil rights and equal-
51 See supra text accompanying notes 31-40.
52 See Walker, supra note 25, at 231.
53 Preface, Japanese FCN Treaty supra note 3.
54 See supra note 27.
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ity of opportunity. The United States has an affirmative duty to honor
its treaty obligations, but its commitments must be construed in light of
the law as established by Congress. While a Supreme Court decision in
favor of domestic civil rights laws may adversely affect U.S. relations
with other countries, "every person [including other nations who may
have ground for complaint] is bound to obey the law."' 55 Thus, commer-
cial treaties designed to encourage foreign investment must give way to
the more fundamental notion of equal opportunity in employment.
-KIERAN J. SHANAHAN
[Ed. Note: After this issue went to press, the Supreme Court handed
down its decision in Avigliano , Sumitomi Shoji America, Inc. v. Avagh'ano [sic],
102 S. Ct. 2374 (1982). The Court unanimously agreed with the District
Court that Sumitomo was an American corporation and therefore inca-
pable of invoking art. VIII(l) of the 1953 Treaty. The Court did not
reach the Title VII issue. A month after the Avigliano decision, the court
summarily remanded Spiess v. C Itoh & Co. (America), 102 S. Ct. 2951
(1982), for further consideration in light of Avigliano.]
55 Rainey v. United States, 232 U.S. 310, 317 (1914).
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Appendix A
US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
BUREAU OF ECONOMIC ANALysis
BE-13 REPORT ON A FOREIGN PERSON'S ESTABLISHMENT, ACQUISITION,
OR PURCHASE OF THE OPERATING ASSETS OF A U.S. BUSINESS
ENTERPRISE, INCLUDING REAL ESTATE
(Rleed - To be Used far Catered Teaanoeian Occurring -n Ia ofter Jouary 1, 1981)
INSTRUCTIONS
(Forms BE-13A end BE-13B)
INITRODUCTION
Purpose - BE-13 reports (Farms BE-IA and BE-t3B) ate ,eied I, otder to
obtai copehetstve initial data onoer n ne. foraiZ direct incestn i
the tited States outt tay affect re U.S. and foeignt ewho lee.
Authorly - BE-It reports aterendatory Indet Section Sb)(2) of the lorer
nat Inteesnent Suroey Act of 1976 (Pub. L. 94-472. 90 Star. 2059. 22
U.S.C. dtdt-t8 -- t- hreinrfte,. t. Act'). ft Secton 3 of Executroe
Otder t96I the Preeident daereted the epatcent of Cp c. as the
federal .t-cy tesponsi-ble for colcttng the tequied data on dtrect inst-
et. -didtes ecrett Iof Co ec has se.ied this aponltbily to the
B.ruu of Ecnomc Analysis. The lrt ent g a&.tttna .uttons rec.nined in
Title I S CF PN att 806.
This reot hae been proed b, the Office of ean t hentand Budetunder
the Fedetal Report Act (Pub. L. No. 8tt, 77th Congtees).
Pelte - Whoeer faill eport hay be subect to atti penalty not
eaceedit SIO000 d tad nunce rlefrco andngeuah peteon r comply
or bot. - 1oer aillfluy faile to repott shall be fined not 
more tha 10hldd0
and. ifttndiidual n., be inptreed for nott oret 
one eaat. bot.
Any offcet. ditettot. ettoee. or agent of any cororatlon 
p-ho f.noingty
yerrrcrpeteerneooh otatetton,. upon conoctitn e eenee fSffintt.ron ,Ses Set o oftheAct. 22 U.S.C. 310s.
Canfldetllty - The nfo-ation Iled io this repott ay be .ed only for
onelytical and etaiscIcfl purpoes and occess to the infoetion sha be
eoctteble o I to offtcies fend epoyeefs .ncltdtn consultateend cn.
traerrS andrthir emptotees)ofaaenies dealinted by the Peidt to
eettftfnccns utder Ate.Act The Presient t y auhoice he ech me,
of Mre infotrmtion bet-een agencies tofotfils desinated to Perfon rnc.
Ion under - Alt. but only forsnat caand tasclprose. hO
ofitcil at Orcnptoyencludi.na  nsultent, and c- .actot. and theit etplo.
eas oh.lI publish ortmike aoartbe a1 ny tonf on colected nder th A
in -h . _ner that the petson to woe rhe tnforracon tel.tee cen be
specically identifrd, eporr and opies of eport preped puteuat to
toe Act ate oftdencel ad ter stbntsron t disctosure 
shall not be
pelted by eY pere wi thoct the prior rlitten Ienilionh of he petson filtng
ther -- urt hec- , of t uch person here te nforaton supptlied
rdetcfabteecabeinederoedftom the trde.of such customer(22 U.S.C. 3104.)
Repaser dthsenwiry is remi-ted by ta. By the .t ela. yor reportto
Ai Duteeu le CONFIDENTIAL. It rney be -ed only for ealtiotcel orststis-
tica pcnpoes cn CdhNT be use for puppse t of ta.in.nesci
or re,-tatt. The Is . proid-s t cop, esret.Ined in Your fileset
t.erf legal ptocess.
I. DEFINITIONS
A. United Stats. -hen used in a geogtphic see meets the seaoett Stetes
te Chitrict of Columtbia. the Commonwealth of PuenIrIco and all
territorie and posesio of the United Statee.
B. Foreign. when used in . geacr-ahic e nse. nesne that ahich is situated
=uteit the Anited States at which belon t o is chracteinatic of a
cocmr1 MDer ten e United Stet..
C. prsan tene any indttucaf. brch p.. aarerehip. aeocated raoup
• sclie tat st. copoaratn or othet oteenractron (-thether at
naotaenaied undertoe lewseofeny Statef.eanden Sotenmet fincludtra
e fore n ovemnt, th United States Covermenr,e=StaRe or I,
goernmtt andanf agencf, ortportcat finencilctinatlftutionor oer
enctyor atterumtetelity thereof. rncludrnge•gooern-tonheponsoredeeety.
0. Perelge persen -teens cny person resrdent ourerde the dotted Statee or
nbac toathe udcconatcunttoerattednited States,.
E. Directl neemeet tres the ornerehry at control. directly or indirectln.by one petson of .-d percenru" r a ore
incorparated brsiness enterrise at eu itetretttn unnotp.
F. Fubelge direct laesteeet It the blted Statee meats ownte ershtp or
control, dIety or indtr-tly, by one foteign pere of IO per ceotl or
-tore of the ocBI scuithee atn tncorporeted U.S. bu ineas enterpri s
at en poutalt Interest O snunnortporated US bustnesenterprisentpi
includinga broih.
B. Brecrs oe Ae l pereape or cites c .ducted by -person In a
diers Ioctontortet orn mate reorer ren taugh en norporered onity.
NI.gAtfliate mearsabutess enteprseIcaed n ote country wthroch
dtrty Pr nitrecry dned or coonolled bynpeson, eonter countrf
toe e etent1 per cenur orrmoreaof iteotinaesockbforantnorpo-
rated celiecs or an equto lent Interest for an uniScorporeted Wuann ss.
inbluding I brnch.
I. U.S. affiliate meas e affiliate located tn te Utited States on which a
foar ereta hsa Idtrect rncesenor
J. F orelge aeet .es A irst toran persop y Ate oferhR cften or Ate
A.S. etffrst•e,
B. Uttllated torelot creep -ters)) te toretagn psrenc II) ay foreign person.prceedinr Up At toreit perte' aanehrlp chain, erhIch -to rre then
In parcenrun of-ta pereon betowrltup tondncldng tar person bracnch
1S affiledmote n after ¢canbenoter ore n tarse andI ih
atop foreig~n peteon, proeedtne doot the ornershrp chalnlc) atfelh of
orseormber5. ahom1 a orned note Atet 3d per cenprum by te perean
L. Ferelge ettlllat feorele paerl neen. wrth reference tea .ien U..
J.tPfrate, oy ember at the afiltated taretan group caning the alfflt
Ust Is tataoeigo patent at ore affi late
K. U.S.:-I., cere.ee rr-s ebetee 'rteo(ee lcrpaed Ign edte-c. in  p ....... .................................
i BUsleese enoerptle ens any rarlraatn, assoihan. branch. or
arure oich existe tar prtideknh pur--ses or to other- t:re
thate i nodratag, Pdaany ownerehip f ofirlsleatte e.
I. DEFINITIOIS (Coollned)
0. Ieteteedlary reana e agen . noh, inee, mnseer custodian, trsIt, or any
person acting ine elsmiler cacity.
P. Associated group -to or more persons who. by the sppe.r.nce oftheir
ctiot, bfy areemet, or by o undersdtondr eerce their Yoing por-
eats tn concerted ner to influance thetmfet at a buintss
enterpise, Each of .. foowing are de.ed to be an essolaedgrup
(1) lMlferm s af the se funily,
(2) A business enteprs and one ar ore of itsoffi.cers an director,.
(I) mber of a cyndcale or joint Ienute, t
(4) A crporation nd it, dmestic subidiries.
Q. Ultieate beneficial owner U BO) is that parson. proceeding up the aoerhip
chain beainning wi, and including the foreign parent. that i not ,e thn
SO percent owned or crntrolled by another person. (A person o creares a
rust, proy. porer of attorney.rotrret. or device a-t the purmoae or
effect of dieting such - er of e onership of an equi nterst as part
o ata p rshee to aoid epo-tins
I
nfo-ton. is deeeotobe te
aaer of the aqi interest.I
II. GENERAL IBSTRUC rIOrS
A. Who met epol
S. FOi BE-13A Formr for a U.S. Bueinees Enterrise. Business Se~memt.
Ir Operating Unit thet has been Established or AcQuied by a Foreign
Person or Eoirahn U.S. Affi-late at a Farein Parson- ... be ca-
oleed eiher:
a) by a U.S. bustness enterpr.se when e foreig patson establishes or
acciree directly. or indiecdly trauh an e-tling U.S. affiliate. a
I0 percent ar ftare erlnl interet in tat nteMrls. Including an
enterrlse ter resultls fror he direct or tndireot acpliriln by e
foreIn person ofebusnee segmIent praoerenS unit of m calatine
U.S. osines, enterprie fAta il then orgmlcd ,seeeperote legal
etrrrn or
bA) teUeorsned.S. affllate ofI freign peron when it acquires
U.S businesenerrrse. ore uait;nss aen-encr oeraa unt f
U.S. businass enrerprtse, the te caretna U.S. afiliate nerges
into it eotn oper thtanrterfhe conUnult Ioroi,,ng asa
sepat less' entity.
2. Fo BE-13B Form for Foret n Person or Ettettog U.S. Afrirete at
Foreign Person. ta Esteblihes or Acquires a US. Bustine Enter.
prie, or Doetness Sesmet or Operetog Unt at a US. Business
Enterrise' muntaecompleted eer:
a) by . foeign person-hen diresectshes aracqutresc a tact
Interest in U.S. business enterprtee At becomes te U.S. efrttlte.
at by ore nee U.S. sfftiite for A toreren person ta te e.ten.t ..
h
orc secue oe infoonlon; or
b) n eexscna U.S. sffilieatetoaefreipersn h tetabhes
r cquire a drect -risnteree n a U.S. buleesiererpile of
such a mnitrude A the established o curd enerprs bec
I U.S. affilrte of the foretan person, e.. the foregn person thereby
ecpire indiret (or die-td indirecocn. interest of 10 pet-
cn, Ir .ore inth established it, aquilted U.S. busihe.a enterpise -
see Setitor, IF beioao  ethod )oroaitu lti indicne ownenship on
rlb .en eatting U.S, cffirIlae eIe fareir person when it aqires I
US busrness enrerproe, orabe trlese emotnor oyerec5tin t
U.S. buetnessenterprse ard -trget It Into Ire a-tn apetrane.
A septwa Form BE-13DB -us be ompled by nrr ea forein
paten.orbyeach eittnU.S. aofl that hasse ad . direct
oorne iorsnet nsor U.S. effiltar.
B. Ecluslons aend Exeeptls - See Inrnt of Fotts BE-l3A ad BE-liD.
NOTE: All et-pt U.S. affiliates should be care of As. quereIy and
annual euroeys fforoS, direct inesent , Me United States (Fons
BE-1S. BE-bUS. and BE-A06B) conducted by ti Bure. ed Ahe eemnption
p.riinnh to each (ee IS CFR Par 406.15). If a U.S. affillte Is
ex-pt on Poor BE-I3. t ia also feer-y romfialnsn y oatn e qusrerly
or toucl survans at Atstie. Howeler. if ttrogh lorta srowaA.
ta t 1 usions at capital, te purchase offnd, at.. . pre-
viously eenryaffilae ceeds teenrocoi ciers ofthte qurerly and
ntueleuroens itr ore future. i is Atssffilte lea1lrespnsibility to
secure end i te a p,)"ptpte Irs n Me year that the quinquanol
BE-12 bn-n k surcv1i'nonductedItehis Bursu will .it form- toe
U.S. affiliate on our miting Ist, incuding those e..pted fron filing to
other suro-ys. If e U.S. affiliate is eeopt tram ftlinl in the BE-I2 survey.
it my I.l ciet for seption at thate.
C. Deterolns ehlthel In Indlvlduel li  foreign paerss er a U.S. per.e
b..ede eaglIdee,. - An ididul will be considered .re.ide of. and
subjec to Ateo jurisdiction of. the country in which physically located.
subect to As following qoualifications:
S,. ndduaAats aho reide, or eapect to reside, outside their coutry of
citersh.o for lose ten ore ear are c- t dr.d to be rasidents or
terr ctrutr at citeonhip.
. Indrviduals who r$elde. or cp ecto restde, aulide their c-untt of
ctizenehtpforaneyeer o 'a' re o nrldered o be residents of the
country in which than are resIding. eaccpnce proarded I, 3. betor.
S. Nowldtseo-din 2., If a own orermpItr o aeof bustiens enterprise
resides outside te cotr of I-cm I t oheentrprrse for o
or Ire fo  te parpas of fureri the bus .ese o .t  .ntrprls.
nd Ate -ntr, of te buetnees enteirn.. e i- Ae - ount at
sip of As onr to such erer or eloyee shall n--sr1e...
be onsidered residont of te country Of Cleship provlded tare
5 Ate Intet to return ortAinsreasonable peid of iee.
4. Inditducts andtnobrefteirottadt ftite w -hoerhresiding
Dutlda Ater co, ntl o cltlaonhtp ass result of eployw, by the
goe -t of that county - diplaoss. c Inulr affolal. tebrs
a. Ate ced fdo s els. arc-are ¢ddred to be resIdents of Asp,
onuy at cltleenhlp.
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II. OEMERAL INSTRUCTIONS (Continued)
D. MRarltn N lofer erlsl-feprlnuler fotelto dtect Iae In ithe United Stee ia hold, eoerised, administered, or m aotd by e U.S.
intermediary for h. foreign beneficial o r.e sut ,lntmdiy shall be
responsible for repolnthrequred tnforateco fr. and in the name of,
Ws net U.S. affiliate. sd shall pIsrt on behalf of As, n- U.S. effiliate
At shall Ins.tunt MIn. U.S. Ifftlist, to uAni t required tforatnon.
Upso so inotuctin the nea U,5. offilit., As int-oedi.ry shell be
releaed fro utrer iiyto repor provided it has Informd l are"u
of the data such instructise aet ivaet ond lh. name sd address of the
US, affiliate n sod hes supplied tho nsa U.S, afflites AlIh any nfon-
ton in posseasion of., orA hich can be scud by the intetr diry
At isnacessay to perot As nsa U.S. effilte to cooplet As teouirted
rsports. If the an U.S. affiliate is In me loo of teal property chat n-
cludes no entity from whih a rpo et be solted, ae U.S. inlereslAy
ofthe foreign beneficial oAer is required to .rpor. Whe tno n the
oapacity of an nledis,. the acont at o trsctions of the U.S.
Intsndedi Aith A foreign beneficial oaer shill bs consideredes
accoujnts or Asllections of lhs eat U.S, Affii ate w.- the forein bens
To the xtor su .s _atoor o A un il
to the n U.S. Affiliate. Ahey msy be required to be reported by the
in trmedi ry.
E. Uuse.. rIlotag lftalloS - It may bo uncles, from th forms end related
insuctionsho. certein unusual siutionsshould be reported. This vill be
0n0 pariculsrly h ther is combinatio of direct pluA ndir¢lol
ship intorsts. or where eobets of so affiliated forein troup he, or
.cuir, ore than iosft nalnlterest of lees ton 10 pert out hich
inTOcladdst more th hs IO percent in lr Wen oil ines ofo rhp
ore nonsideted. Satsr A furthar complicag th imtruntions by tyi ng
tollo for l oss.let reportinluiaons, we requestt hthose vho
must report for An unusu l itation coO us to discuss h,. best to report I .
One such stuaion is discussedbela,
S. Prior ... rlp of less fee a S0 peselt rolls nlrtrosn. Whet.a
foteiln person diectly or indirttcny held , loss than 10 Pewr -ot
in toes n A U.S. bustness enree and h ocuires dditonal
votint terests such dor ,ts oiership toes to 10 petant or more, ths
entire investr shall bo tepotd.
F. Cotelatio of petnteea Indirect vslo asetshlR - A foarein per.
eons perealee of ndiec voot in ershp in -i n U.S. businss
erprise i. the product of the direct voting owneshipeportcetag of the
foreign person in doe fttst U.S. 0usineu5en15rptse In th omershp chain
times Al tirt sntsrpriss dite t oing, oanmsh p percntes to the
soond U.S. Ru sness enerpts times ao. Accsdtng dliect 0tin,
oamthip petOentage of .eh other inetervina U.S. businessntptise
in the oanership chen btas .he foroein persn and the ioe- U.S.
Ru sAn ... an sot stll .
0. Can0011dated t 0porflrt A H ew U.S. afflllate - A nsw U.S. affiate shall
file Fon BE-13A  a fully nsolidaed bats, tncludina In As cansoltds-
tiA all ,aIr U.S. afili.ates tn Ahch it directly at i ndt m.dy
AtO a percen0 of the Autsdinaavoeitck. nodenn subsIdFies of
de nsa U.S. affiliat, renot to be included In s consolidaton, except as
provided beloa under he eqty mthod of accouncin.) How As e
repors mA be fIld ahere AAIva U.S. Affiliate I. no, n lyos
dated uto unratletd opettions or ac If control, providedawrn per.
mission he, be -u.s-ed fo and granid by SEA. teetnaftrhe
consolidated nIty is considered to one U.S. affilie.
A U.S. affiliate at is un.nolldeted oust fle Ia. 001 Por. E.1A.
. Equlis method of soteutho - Ineatments At As new U.S. affiliate in
business enterprisos not tncluded in the conoldation end ahich are 20
percent olmore ,-d shill ba ,counled for foll,.,. rs. equity meAd
of account. Poa4-a , to these case, Intrnoopsy items are not to
be oltotaed.
I. N aless eslnt - Suiness stlst s used in tos. reports le not
l "",d totos egments" --een the oriterisIt fth in Finan ctl
Accounir, Standard, Board StatAnst Number 14.
Ill. ACCOUNTING METHOS AND REPORTING PROCEOURES
A. AAeionti Aethods and reord - Gen,elln ccepted U.S. eccounting
principlesa hould be folowed. Corporations hould tenerally us, Ira =a
metods and boards olat ae usod to tenetaterepos to stckhto.dets
Ae , t ahers Ae ootructIonsid.ia v
S. Aseal sf¢aholdes repti - U.S. aff.l-ates isulng annual reports to
stookholder atar equosted to furnish a copy of thoi, annual reports to this
C. Estimates - 1 ct.al figues ore . ot avliable. estiats should be
supplied and labeled as such. Wh- A data itsm cannot be fully sub-
divided A qeurd. a total and an Asimtad brekdown of the oal
should be supplted.
0. 1,1ce o fare isuffiaienf - Whien spans onaforo is insffii, to per
I I ewe to any i.em, the requiad inotcon should be sub.
mised on Aupplamrtr sheets, appropitly lbeled and rsfre dto
die It nuober sod the form or supplem.1 t
IV. FILING REPORTS
(To foeilirte nloessna . i, prefe.rd that tre BE.13A Ind the
aBE-13 3 ons be Ated Asltsr, or olstIuely.
A. Doe data - Fo-s E-13A sod BE-I 30 ste due no lter -an 45 days abt
As, inve.ssat tresscIon acurs. NOTEFo BEn 07, Irduaty Class-
ifinat j Questionnsire, must alsA be ooplstd by a ne U.. affIliite
and returned aith toe nompieted Form BE-13A.
S. Eatsoslee - Request lot en sxrssson of the r:pArtlnz deadline will not
normally Re gbartd. Hoaoer. n A hardship cas ril a a ..t renuest for
so extsnanwill be considerd provided It is rcivd at least 1 days
prior to the due date of th report and enumerstes subrative reoson.
neessttnAs . eosion. 0A winl provEd vi wtln rsponse.oau.ch
C. slstans - If there ers any qusatios .oncinn the report. telephone
(202) 523-0047 fur .ssistens.
A. Numoer 1 Capies - A sinll orisinal copy f s sofor. is to be filedawA
d. srAu t ofEconomi Analysis. In addition, each psan filin a form
ms~aten copy to0fnl-ta resoluonoletyproblem.at my arise
conertdih dsteaed. lBoh t opiets r protected by lasstats-
met on confidastiallty i e  nltodunton.) File topies should be ratnd
for3 years after e dote an hi.ch t e form i due.
E. Shers Is seed .prt - Return repors to ,.I.O Ansep sot of Caostrs.
Bureau of Ecnomt Anelyt.S SE-50 (IN) Washinoton. D.C. 20200.
V. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR INSURANCE COMPANIES
Wen thets ,sA differnce, the filosntel ard opetatitl are to be prepared
on Mae se bass as o Annual r 1pott t  Ae stokholds. telier iso on te
bass of so anso l statelent to n insurence datertt. Vstustion shoutd
be c .ordln t normal -6rc1l lecoutitgsprocedures, ottth rtes
prooloated bynha Ntional AssotistionooflosuroceCommitslooe. Incloda
assets oot ecteptabte lot thte otul stAttent to en sutlae depan'. i t.
Specific nstt'uaos fot in.moesttoat tens Ate:
Costs d eopenesteln ato opertin. (to be .. d i. dstero
mioi nt nho.me) --lncude cos rettl gto ses or gross
....tin -. meu ...e.uch As policy Iosses, indued.death beetfits.
moeured tdowents., other colicy benfits incte.ses inliabilities
for future polic beefits., o.er udorwttinOo oses.o d invest-
hes oa ase operetlnt tevenues, excludng ssles teoes include
Items uch aserd ptlmius., a iynoosideratoos, tross
in--n Inco sd Itens of A similar -tute. Eoclude on.
from foreln ffltates.
Vl. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR REAL ESTATE
If I business enterprise, oter-se required to teport, is n Me fo. of real
propett not idstifiable by neeteports re :Auireduto be filed by Ad in
tho ne of the beficil oer. or i hnaoe of suh beneficial oet by
the ,ntedisry of such b-ef11slo
BE-13A:
Prt I, Itams I thraegh 4:
The direct urchoseof restte - unimptoved ad, farms, office blild-
i.os. shopp.l nenters, eta , shell be casiderod to be Ite Ir
Acto eCep vhee h* prh.. ist ,ected by buying shates . a
elsotn cpo.a. o 'n vhich _es it aIl be An iteo 2 ransatio.
Part Ih
IteS-or l esste inestments boin, reorted. BEA is not seein
A eel dssci.ption of he property. no noecesearoly the addrsss of doe
property Itself. inco thee may be noopete.int bueosentrprse .s
such fot the inoesent, hst i aeted i . Aonststeotly identifiabl5
ivettent (i.e., U.S. affiliate) togetherwith an addes to hch report
sb maild thaet r ines IetAsfflolh abe epoted on
Sc nt bef osu ey to enot period o perod. Thu. In
Ite- 5, te 'nme and addtoss*' of the U.S. sffilets might be:
XYZ Caop. NV., Rel Estate Inoesames; c/o B&K Inc., Acoacntots;
120 Mato. Stree; Miai. Florida XXXXX
If .he lnestmet pr-pery has A . , sAm .A Sunries Aparmetts., Ae
Building. etc.. As nate And address in itemS mih be-
Suntse Apartmente; do ABC Real Estate
120 Major Slest,; Miami. Florida XXXXX
Item 10 - This aould normally be the closing (settlomen
t) 
date of the urchase.
Items 12 threSh 16 - If te nea U.S. affiliate isot oincorporated. ie
pt percent oanrshp dn ill 12, coun 3 for direct purchases by the
for.eo paent; and i, temt. 13. oun3 for dtirect porchase by e e.Atin
U.S, affiliate.
VII. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS CONCERNING THE ESTABLISHMENT
OF A HOLDItG COMPANY, WITH MINIMAL CAPITALIZATION,
PREPARATORY TOACQAIRINO OR ESTABLISHING
A 0.5. BUsESS ENTERPRISE
The followhne ptocedureo Attept to 0inimze report of out.ple etep
act_o ,at  d ootdh ie reourethefilintof seel p.-3trport
eem.pton cl,_S. The ransco.n date fo repoin an -Anttestr
in e U.S. hodini company, 0ratsiiar ntity. by a flotn person or by a
Aeioin . U.S. affiliate of A forein person may be deferd froo a dateof
the initial in s tr, if
(1) The initil Captaliation (both debt and 0it,) of the US. holdint
compey, t sor lat enflty, is Sh.000O,00 At less, and
(2) The purpose of setting upthe U.S. holding hompsy., rsjimilaretity,
to facilitste the subeeet .ectutlition Ao a U.5. blineseAsente-
pi,,e or to establ.h at operting U.S. afflate, aithin 180 days.
A eo artmst be filea ithin 4S days of e compaletion of thAe haldin
Company's acqlitlion f e U.S. business etetplase or the establishatet of
an opeatin U.S. ffili,,te. Whn th BE.13A is filed, i thAe holding ompmy
has not been dissolved, tepotr oust f0lly coeohdste the hotdint compty
end th nealy ecqired or estebl.,hed US. ffli.te. Tho BE.130 should be
completed frooheovsapoint of - o ,nveotatt byyaotettn paeson, at a pre
olousy eistin U.S. affiliate, in the holdn Io py d its acquired ar
operatin U.S. affilite, acoontin for all fonds for boat ionette. If
spplceble, soraes should Also be made on Suppleatoote A and/or 0. A bref
leter of e rpatioon describmn the stuaondtsection deteo should
eccopsoy A ilin.
In order to dualf Y for t defertal both Aecquistion a, edebl-sha.t
of the holdlng co'pany sod ate secondery in en, triecio mskocur
wihin 180 day. of ech oAter. If both do not take plAce wittin thoe,a
OP-13 tepott lot eeoption claim) oust be filed by the U.S. holdina compey
no Ilat, tha 0S day beyond the 18-dy deferral period.
ViII. SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS FOR REPORTING EMPLOYMENT AND
EMPLOYEE COMPENSATION
Eoploymst and employee coopetetioin, items 41 d 42 of Form BE-13A
should elate to chtivities durIns Ae rpotin perIod readlessoaf heat.
their coste ats, at will be. charged as an epea on te hinet e
chetred to lavototiAs. or capi toltzed.
A. Eoploeot - Includes p.reti e and lull-tiaeaworoel, but excludes home
A.rkers end indesedent sales persnnel - to are not employees. Were
the in.estim antos reorted reptesets the aquiAs of a U.S. business
soterprose Rustoess stent, at operett, unit iA., teat 2. 3. A, 4 of
For 0E-13A imAn"okedl. alas the oaerete far the tportiot period of As
number of erao on thepeyrs end of eac payrollpriodntnh
or nuarer. (Eploymet at the nd of the ro-n period may R. usoes
an esmate of e-e-ea employment only i employment did no very SIlrifi-
canty dIn Zothe period. Where the inesymn ntbeint repoedepresets
the esItbllsheet of a ns. U.S. bsiness enterprise (I.e., ite, I of Form
BE13 A iso med-M Aloe .he number of persons eepActed to bean Athe pay-
toll at ato eod of te reportinl period.
N. Employ.. aep.s.tel - Includes age and slsls. h.Me paid
in cash or in kind Itelued at the ust tode employer) d employer
eopsditcres for sit ployee benefit plas. Eclude employers epAd.Iutea
lot plant fecilie ,Isoployee tralinin, sod ,eirbutsets for business
epsosas. Ft lincorpotated businese ptorprises, tnludesaleies of
officers; for uni rporaled busineso soterprses, exclude p.atts to
propiteArs orpartners. Wet the inestmsot AInt reported tepresents he
a'q isait of a U.S. businesenterprie, business segment, or opatna
nit (te.. leo 2, 5, or of Forat BEIAt a markedi, tve total mploye
oopenstonpeiddurin t atreporin period. Peethe nvesontms bte
reported repres its e estNIlsreIn of a nea U.S. uainess enterprise
i - I of Forat BE-I3A Is matedl t esttoate of A nual sapsod-
ttres fr employes napenAsaon basso on ta nuaber sd type of sptolnaS
epected to be on ate payroll ate sod of the reporcnt period.
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Appendix B
OMB No. 0608-0023; Form Expires March 1984
FORM BE.1-606S U.S. OEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE I. IDENTIFICATION
IE 2411 BUREAU OF ECONOMiC UAAy Si!
1. Report for quarter ending It BEA USE ONLY
TRANSACTIONS OF U.S. BANKING BRANCH Ii
OR AGENCY WITH FOREIGN PARENT , f3
Z. Name and address of U.S. effitler
MANDATORY
CONFIDENTIAL QUARTERLY REPORT
This report r equired by law - Section 5b)(2), P.L 94-472,
90 Stat 2059. 22 U.S.C. 3104. Whoever fails to report may be
subject to a civil penalty not exceeding $10.000 and to inunc-
tive relief commanding such perso to comply, or botr. Whoever
willfully fails to report shall be fined rot mOre than $10,000
and. if an individual, may be imprisoned for not more than one
year, or tinr.
RETU US. Deparltmen of Commerce 3. Name of foreign parent
TO P Burea of Economic Analysis, BE-50(IN)
Washin1ton, D.C. 20230 4. Coontry nf looatlon of foneig panent
IMPORTANT - Report data according to books f y o004
U.S. affillate. Read instructions on reverse side S. If U.S. affiliate's industr classification has changed, mark here..
kfoae ompletigthis form. REPORT ALL AMOUNTS and complete Form BE-607. Industry Classification Questionnare.
IN THOUSANDS OF U.S. DOLLARS.
II. TRANSACTIONS WITH FOREIGN PARENT
Note: Only positions and transactions relating to the foreign parent's Permanent invested capital in he Amount
U.S. affiliate cre to be reported on this form in Items 6. 7. 9, 10. and 12, and these amounts must eel Bit. MioTh Dolsbe reported on Treasury International Capital Reporting Forms BQ-t. 8Q*2. UL-I. BL-2. end BC.
6. Foreign parent's permanent invested capital in the U.S. banking affiliate at beginning of quarter. This
would normally consist of capital allocated to the U.S. affiliate. special reserves out of net income, and
net inCome not yet distributed. 06 1
7. Transfer of permnent invested capital to U.S. affiliate by the foreign parent during quarter 07 1
N. Foreign parenets equity In U.S. affiliate's quarterly net Income (loss) after provision for U.S. Income taxes.
Amounts shown in items 16 through 19 should already be Included as reductions to income. 08 O
9. Other additions to permanent invested capital 09
Betum of permanent invested capital to foreign parent by U.S. affiliate and other
10. deductions from peranent invested capital 0
1t,. Income remitted to the foreign parent f t
12. Foreign parent's permanent Invested capital in the U.S. banking affiliate at end of querter. This would r
normally consist of capital allocated to the U.S. affiliate, special reserves out of net income, and net
income not distributed. (Equals items 6 + 7 + 8 + 9 - 10 - I) 12
Feeign pret's equlit In U.S. affiliate's et unrealized and realized capital gains Ilasses) t
13. Included in income. Item B. Show losses in parentheses 3. t|
14. Excluded from income, item 8. but included in investment in iter 9 or 10. 1 IShow losses in parentheses ( ) 14
15. Gain (loss) On sale or liquidation of U.S. affiliate. Specify whether gain or (loss). 15
Forelgn parent's charges to U.S. affiliate, lss U.S. affiliate's charges to the forelln parel, duting quarnr.
Report net negatlve chares In parentheses ( I.
SN. Interest an permanent invested capital reported in items 6 and/or 12 16
1S. Royalties. license fees, and other fees for use or sale of intangible property 17
118. Charges for use of tangible property to
I8. Fees for services rendered including fees for management. professional. or technical services,
and allocated expenses 19
BEA USE ONLY-- 20
Nanre and Address TELEPHONE NUMBERPERSON TO CONSULT Area code Number Eanln
CONCERNING QUESTIONS
ABOUT THIS REPORT
CERTIFICATION The U.S affiliate, and the official executing this certificatian on its half, hereby certify thal Ore
0 information contained in this report is correct to the best of their knowledge and belief.
A u th o r iz e d o f f i c ia l 's s i g n a tu re T itl e I D a -
Usc......o. ..
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INSTRUCTIONS
Purpose - Reports on this form are required in order to provide reliable
and up-to-date Information on foreign direct investment in one United States,
Authority - Reports on Form BEA6PS ste mandatory under Section 5(b)(2
of the International Investment Survey Act at 1976 (P.L BR-4O2 NO Stat
2059, 2 U.S.C. 3004 - hereinafter 'the Act"). In Section 3 of toecutive
Order 11961, the President designated the Deparrtment of Commerce as the
federal executive agency responsible for voltechng he required data on
direct investment and the Secretary of Commerce has assigned this
responsibility to ihe Bureau of Economic Analysis. The implementing
reg lations are contained in Title 15, CFR, Part S06.
This report has been approved by the Offi of tManagearent and Budget
under the Federal Reports Act (public Law No. 813, 77th Congress).
Penatties - Whonoer fails to report may be sobject toa cmiil penalty not
exceeding $10,000 and to injunctive relief commanding suvh persan to
voeplo, or boTh, Whoener willfully fails to report shall be fined not more
than $10,10 and, if an individual, may be imprisoned for not more than
one pear, or boor, ay officer, director, employee, or agent of any corpo-
ration who knowingly participafes in such violation, upon conviction, may
be punished by a like fine, imprisonment, of both. (See Section 6 of the
Act, 22 U.S.C. 3105.1
Confidentialit - The information filed in this report may be used only for
analytical and statistical purposes cnd access to Me information shell be
availabIe onl to officlals end employees (including consultants and cn.
tractors and toir employees) of agencies designated by the President to
perform functions under the Act,. The President may authorize the eo-
change of The information between agencies or officials desilatd to
perform functions under the Act, but only for analytical and statistical
purposes, Na official or employee (including consultants and contractors
and their employees) shall publish or make available any information
collected under the Act in such a manner hat the person to whom The
Information relates cn be specifically identified. Reports and copies of
reports prepared pursuant to the Act are confidential and their submission
or disclosure shall not be Cmp iled by any person without The prior
written permission of he person tiling te report and the customer of such
person where the information supolied is identifiable as being derived
from the records of such customer (22 U.SC. 3104).
DEFINITIONS
United States, hen used in a geographic senae, means The several states,
the District of Coluehia, te Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and all
territories and possessions of the United States.
Forsfgn, when used in a geographic tese, means that which is sitoated
outside the United States or which belongs toOt is characteristic of a
country other than he United States.
Parson means any individual, branch, partership, associated group,
association, estate, trust, corporation, or other organization (whether or
not orgamized under the laWs of any Stae.), and any gnerment (including
a foreign gwverment, the United States onemment, e State or local
gemMentn, and any agecy corporation, financial Instittion, or other
enty orinsruentality thereof, including a goemment-shnsored egency).
Foreign pesn means any person resident outside the United States 01
subject t thejuridiction of a coutry other than he United States.
Direct nvstmt means the ownership or control, directly or indirectly,
by one person of 10 per centin or more of the oig securities of An
incorporated business enterprise or An eqoioalent interest in sounincor-
porated business enterprise.
Foreign disect Itnvestment In the Unitad States means the ownership or
Control, directly or indirectly, by one foreign person of !o per conoim or
more of the voting securities of an incorporated U.S business enterprse
or en equialent Interest in an unincorporated U.S. buseines enterprise,includinga brarch.
frenCh means the operations or acOvities conducted by a person in a dif-
flent location iw its oe name teher Than through an Incorporated entity.
Affiliate meAns a bsinese enterprise located In one county which is
directly or indirectly ned or tontroiled Op a person at couther country
to the extent of 10 per centom or mote of its votin stock for an incorpo-
rated business or an equivalent Interest for en un noerprnated business,
including a brauch.
U.S. affiliate me$ns an affiliate located in the United States in which a
foreign pertson has a direct investment
Forelgf parent means the first foreign person in the oweership chain of
the U.S. affiliate.
Affilated teneifp Arsp meon, ( he foreign paent, ii) any foreign
person, proceeding up The foreign perent's owership chain, which ans
mon than 50 per cvnton of the person below it up ta and including that
person which is not owned more than SO per cntm p anoher foreI
person, and (ill) any foreign person, prooeding down he onerrip
chain(s) of each of These members, which is owned more than 50 per
Canum by the pe.m above l
Foeign affiliate of foreige parent meams, with reference to a gioan U.S.
ffiliate, any member of the affiliated foreign group owening he aftiliate
that is not a foreign parentof he affiliate.
U.S. aorporation means a business enterprise incorporated in the United
States.
BUsIl.os enterprise means cny organiaation association, bran, or
ventire wficl exists for profitaking purposes or to otherwise secure
economic advantage, and any ownership of any real estate.
Baking includes business enterprises engaged in deposit barking, Edge
Act corporations engaged in inteinationa or foreign banking, U.S. branches
and agencies of foreign banks whether or not they accept domestic
deposits, and bank holding companies, i.e., holding companies for which
over 50 percent of their total income is from banks which they hold.
Who msst report - Except as exempted below, Form BE-606B is required
from every unincorporated U.S, banking branch or agency in which .
foreign person had a direct and/or indirect ownership interest of 10 per-
cent or more at any time during the reporting period. The report is to
caver direct transactons and positions betwn The .nincorporated U.S.
banking branch or agency (U.S. affiliate) and The foreign parent Related
fonts for reporting foreigr direct investment in the U.S. are
BE-605 Transactions of U.S. Affiliate, Except an
Unincorporated Bank, with Foreign Parent
BE-607 Industry Classification Questionnaire
Reports are required even though the foreign person's equity interest in
the U.S. business enterprise may have been established, acquired, liqui-
dated, sold, or inactivated during reporting period.
NOTE Each unincorporated U.S. banking affiliate must file a Form
BE-606B. Two or more unincorporated U.0. barking Sffiliates o ned by
the same foreign person may file a single Form BE.60B combining their
reporti"e hansactions provided written permission has been requested
from and granted by BEA.
Multipls forelg parents - Where two or more foreign persons hold re-
portable equity interests in en unincorporated U.S. banking affiliate, a
separate report should be filed to report the transactions or accounts
with each foreign parent
Exsmptian - A U.S. affiliate is not required to report if each of he follow-
ing three items for the U.S. affiliate (not the foreign parents share) is
bet.en -$S5,000,000 and $5,000,000
(11 Total assets,
(2) Annua sates or gross operating revenues, excluding
sales taxes (not gross margir and
(3) Annual net income after provision for U.S. income taxes.
Quarterly reports for a year may be required retroactively when it is deter-
mined that the exemption level has been exceeded. It a U.S. affiliate's
total asset., sales or net income exceed the exemption level in a given
year, it is deemed that the exemption leve will also be exceeded in he
following year.
NOTE: If any we of The three items above exceeds the exemptin level,
either positive or negaive, the U.S. affiliate must report. Since these
items are not reported on Form BE OB, a U.S. affiliate claiming xmos-
hto from filing a given report must furnish a certification as to the levels
of these thee items,
FIIn Of report - Form BE-60B is a quarterly report. A single copy of
each report should be sent to: S. Deparment of Comoerce Bureau of
Economic Analysis, BE-SO (IN , Washington, D.C. 20230, mithin 30 days
after the close of each carendar (or fiscal) quarter, except for the report
following the end of the calendar (or fiscal) year, when reports may be
filed within 45 days. Request for extension of the filing date, additional
forms or clarification of the reporting requirements or instructions
seoud be directed to the above address.
Data to be reported on this form and relationship to Treasury International
Capital Reporting Forms SQ-I, BQ-2, BL-, BL-2, and SC-Only positions
and transactions relating to the foreign parenr's permanent invested capital
in the U.S. affiliate are to be reported on This fon in iteos A6 7. 9, i0,
and 12. and these amounts must not be reported on Treasury International
Capital Reporting Forms.
SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS
Currency amounts should be reported in U.S. dollars and rounded to the
nearest thousand. If an amount is between t1SO0 enter 'U". Use
parentheses to indicate negative numbers.
Esfimatesmay be provided where necessary in order so file a timely report.
Item S. Industry classification refers to the BEA 3-digit industry codes
given in the Industry Classificahon Questionnaire, Form BE-07.
Item . The amount entered should represent the foreign parents equity
in the U.S. affiliate's net income (loss) for the quarter after provision foe
U.S. income taoes. (Do not report net income on a cumulative basis.) The
income statement unde lying this and related items should be on the 'all
Inclusive" basis.
Items 1 cad 14. Net unrealized and realized capital gains(lasses)
include net capital gains (losses) reouleg from dhanges in 0.5.
affiliate's foreign curency denominated assets cod liahnllies due to
carges in tareign exchange rates during ts period net unrealieed
capitl gains (losses), which are rmougnize, resolfing from renalutona
of assets, and net realized capital gains (losses) resulting from disposi-
tin of assets such as The sale of investent securities or property, plant
or equipment items. All gains (losses) should be included In net beams,
item 8, and therefore, should be shown in item 13; if, for some reason,
They more not included in net income but were included In item n or Item
tO, anter The aroint in item 14.
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Appendix C
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Bureau of Economic Analysis
BENCHMARK SURVEY OF




The Benchmark Survey of Foreign Direct Investment in the United States, 1980, is being con-
ducted by the Department of Commerce to obtain data on foreign direct investment in the United
States needed to measure the economic significance of such investment and facilitate the analysis
of its effect on the U.S. economy. The last such survey was conducted for 1974.
The filing of reports for this Survey is mandatory under Section 5 of the International Invest-
ment Survey Act of 1976, Public Law No. 472, 94th Congress, 90 Stat. 2059, 22 U.S.C. 3101-
3108 (hereinafter, "the Act"). In Section 3 of Executive Order 11961 of January 19, 1977, the
President designated the Department of Commerce (in the absence of any contrary delegation or
direction by the Director of the Office of Management and Budget (OMB)) as the Federal execu-
tive agency responsible for collecting the required data on direct investment. Within the Depart-
ment of Commerce, this responsibility has been delegated to the Bureau of Economic Analysis.
This Survey has been approved by OMB under the Federal Reports Act (44 U.S.C. 3501, et
seq) .
As provided by Section 5(c) of the Act, the information reported may be used for analytical and
statistical purposes only and access to the information shall be available only to officials and
employees (including consultants and contractors and their employees) of agencies designated by
the President to perform functions under the Act. No official or employee (including consultants
and contractors and their employees) shall publish or make available to any person any informa-
tion collected under the Act in such a manner that the person to whom the information relates
can be specifically identified. Reports and copies of reports prepared pursuant to the Act are
confidential; no person can compel their submission or disclosure without the prior written per-
mission of the person filing the report and the customer of such person where the information
supplied is identifiable as being derived from the records of such customer.
A report must be filed by, or on behalf of, each U.S. business enterprise in which a foreign
person owned or controlled a direct or indirect interest of 10 percent or more at any time dur-
ing the U.S. business enterprise's 1980 fiscal year. Ownership of U.S. real estate, other than for
personal use, is deemed to be a business enterprise. Reporting requirements and instructions re-
lating to specific parts of the report form are given herein. Regulations may be found in 15 CFR,
Part 806.
If a person receiving the report form and instructions is not required to report according to the
Act and the reporting requirements contained herein, a "Claim for Not Filing a Form BE-12,"
printed on the last page of Form BE-12, must be completed and returned to the Bureau of Eco-
nomic Analysis within 30 days.
Failure to respond is punishable by civil or criminal penalties, or both.
Your cooperation will be appreciated.
Sincerely,
Director,
Bureau of Economic Analysis
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REPORTING REQUIREMENTS
I. Purpose and Legal Authority
A. Purpose-Reports on this form are required in order to provide complete and accurate data
on the amount, types, and financial and operating characteristics of foreign direct investments
in the United States.
B. Authority-Reports on Form BE-12 are mandatory under Section 5(b)(2) of the International
Investment Survey Act of 1976 (P.L. 94-472, 90 Stat. 2059, 22 U.S.C. 3101-3108-herein-
after the "Act"). In Section 3 of Executive Order 11961, the President designated the U.S.
Department of Commerce as the Federal agency responsible for collecting the required data
on direct investment, and the Secretary of Commerce has assigned this responsibility to the
Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA). The implementing regulations are contained in Title
15, CFR, Part 806.
This report has been approved by the Office of Management and Budget under the Federal
Reports Act (44 U.S.C. 3501, et seq).
C. Penalties-Whoever fails to report may be subject to a civil penalty not exceeding $ 10,000 and
to injunctive relief commanding such person to comply, or both. Whoever willfully fails to
report shall be fined not more than $10,000 and, if an individual, may be imprisoned for not
more than one year, or both. Any officer, director, employee, or agent of any corporation
who knowingly participates in such violation, upon conviction, may be punished by like fine,
imprisonment, or both. (See Section 6 of the Act, 22 U.S.C. 3105).
D. Confidentiality-The information filed in this report may be used only for analytical and sta-
tistical purposes and access to the information shall be available only to officials and employees
(including consultants and contractors and their employees) of agencies designated by the
President to perform functions under the Act. The President may authorize the exchange of
the information between agencies or officials designated to perform functions under the Act,
but only for analytical and statistical purposes. No official or employee (including consult-
ants and contractors and their employees) shall publish or make available any information
collected under the Act in such a manner that the person to whom the information relates
can be specifically identified. Reports and copies of reports prepared pursuant to the Act
are confidential and their submission or disclosure shall not be compelled by any person
without the prior written permission of the person filing the report and the customer of such
person where the information supplied is identifiable as being derived from the records of
such customer (22 U.S.C. 3104).
I. Definitions
A. United States, when used in a geographic sense, means the several States, the District of Co-
lumbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and all territories and possessions of the United
States.
B. Foreign, when used in a geographic sense, means that which is situated outside the United
States or which belongs to or is characteristic of a country other than the United States.
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C. Person, means any individual, branch, partnership, association, associated group, estate, trust,
corporation, or other organization (whether or not organized under the laws of any State),
and any government (including a foreign government, the U.S. Government, a State or local
government, and any agency, corporation, financial institution, or other entity or instrumen-
tality thereof, including a government sponsored agency).
D. Foreign person means any person resident outside the United States or subject to the Jurisdic-
tion of a country other than the United States.
E. Direct investment means the ownership or control, directly or indirectly, by one person of 10
per centum or more of the voting securities of an incorporated business enterprise or an
equivalent interest in an unincorporated business enterprise.
F. Foreign direct investment in the United States means the ownership or control, directly or in-
directly, by one foreign person of 10 per centum or more of the voting securities of an incor-
porated U.S. business enterprise or an equivalent interest in an unincorporated U.S. business
enterprise, including a branch.
G. Branch means the operations or activities conducted by a person in a different location in its
own name rather than through an incorporated entity.
H. Affiliate means a business enterprise located in one country which is directly or indirectly
owned or controlled by a person of another country to the extent of 10 per centum or more
of its voting securities for an incorporated business enterprise or an equivalent interest for
an unincorporated business enterprise, including a branch.
I. U.S. affiliate means an affiliate located in the United States in which a foreign person has a
direct investment.
J. Foreign parent means the foreign person, or the first person outside the United States in a for-
eign chain of ownership, which has direct investment in a U.S. business enterprise, including
a branch.
K. Affiliated foreign group means (i) the foreign parent, (ii) any foreign person, proceeding up
the foreign parent's ownership chain, which owns more than 50 per centum of the person
below it up to and including that person which is not owned more than 50 per centum by
another foreign person, and (iii) any foreign person, proceeding down the ownership chain(s)
of each of these members, which is owned more than 50 per centum by the person above it.
L. Associated group means two or more persons who, by the appearance of their actions, by
agreement, or by an understanding, exercise or appear to exercise, their voting privileges in
a concerted manner to influence the management of a business enterprise. The following are
deemed to be associated groups:
1. Members of the same family.
2. A business enterprise and one or more of its officers or directors.
3. Members of a syndicate or joint venture.
4. A corporation and its domestic subsidiaries.
M. Foreign affiliate of a foreign parent means, with reference to a given U.S. affiliate, any mem-
ber of the affiliated foreign group owning the U.S. affiliate that is not a foreign parent of
the U.S. affiliate.
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N. U.S. corporation means a business enterprise incorporated in the United States.
0. Business enterprise means any organization, association, branch, or venture which exists for
profitmaking purposes or to otherwise secure economic advantage, and any ownership of any
real estate.
P. Intermediary means any agent, nominee, manager, custodian, trust, or any person acting in a
similar capacity.
Q. Ultimate beneficial owner (UBO) is that person, proceeding up the ownership chain begin-
ning with and including the foreign parent, that is not more than 50 percent owned or con-
trolled by another person. (A person who creates a trust, proxy, power of attorney, arrange-
ment, or device with the purpose or effect of divesting such owner of the ownership of an
equity interest as part of a plan or scheme to avoid reporting information, is deemed to be
the owner of the equity interest.)
R. Lease is an arrangement conveying the right to use property, plant, or equipment (i.e., land
and/or depreciable assets), usually for a stated period of time.
1. Capital lease-A long-term lease under which a sale of the asset is recognized at the
inception of the lease. These may be shown as lease contracts or accounts receivable
on the lessor's books. The assets would not be considered as owned by the lessor.
2. Operational lease-Generally, a lease with a term which is less than the useful life of
the asset and the transfer of ownership is not contemplated.
S. U.S. affiliate's 1980 fiscal year is the affiliate's financial reporting year that has an ending date
in calendar year 1980.
HI. General Instructions
A. Who must report-A BE-12 report is required for each U.S. affiliate, i.e., for each U.S. busi-
ness enterprise in which a foreign person owned or controlled, directly or indirectly, 10 per-
cent or more of the voting securities if an incorporated U.S. business enterprise, or an equiv-
alent interest if an unincorporated U.S. business enterprise, at any time during the business
enterprise's 1980 fiscal year.
A report is required even though the foreign person's equity interest in the U.S. business en-
terprise may have been established, acquired, liquidated, or sold during the reporting period.
Beneficial, not record, ownership is the basis of the reporting criteria.
Voting securities, voting stock, ownership interest, equity interest, and voting interest all have
the same general meaning and are used more or less interchangeably throughout the instruc-
tions and the report form, although one may be more appropriate than the others when refer-
ring to a specific business enterprise, or group of enterprises.
B. Fiscal year reporting period-The report is to cover the U.S. affiliate's 1980 fiscal year. The
affiliate's 1980 fiscal year is defined to be the affiliate's financial reporting year that has an
ending date in calendar year 1980. For a business enterprise that does not have a fi-
nancial reporting year, such as investments in unimproved real estate, or does not have
a financial reporting year ending in calendar year 1980, its 1980 fiscal year is deemed
to be the same as calendar year 1980. (U.S. affiliates that changed the ending date of their
financial reporting year in 1980 should contact BEA to determine what reporting period should
be used.)
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C. Calculation of indirect ownership interest-All direct and indirect lines of ownership interest
held by a foreign person in a given U.S. business enterprise must be summed to determine
whether the enterprise is a U.S. affiliate of the foreign person for purposes of reporting.
A foreign parent's percentage of indirect ownership interest in a given U.S. business enterprise
is the product of the direct ownership percentage of the foreign parent in the first U.S. busi-
ness enterprise in the ownership chain times that first enterprise's direct ownership percentage
in the second U.S. business enterprise times each succeeding direct ownership percentage of
each other intervening U.S. business enterprise in the ownership chain between the foreign
parent and the given U.S. business enterprise.
If there is more than one line of ownership from the- foreign parent, or if other members of
the affiliated foreign group hold direct or indirect lines of ownership to the U.S. business
enterprise, then all ownership interest lines must be summed to determine if the U.S. business
enterprise is a U.S. affiliate of a foreign person.
D. Accounting methods and records-Generally accepted U.S. accounting principles should be
followed, unless otherwise specified. Corporations should generally use the same methods and
records that are used to generate reports to stockholders except where the instructions indi-
cate a variance.
E. Consolidated reporting by U.S. affiliate-A U.S. affiliate must file on a fully consolidated do-
mestic (U.S) basis, including in the full consolidation all of its foreign parent's other U.S.
affiliates in which it directly or indirectly owns more than 50 percent of the outstanding voting
interest. Hereinafter the fully consolidated entity is considered to be one U.S. affiliate.
A separate BE-12 report may be filed by a U.S. affiliate that is more than 50 percent owned
by another U.S. affiliate if the first U.S. affiliate is not normally fully consolidated due to
unrelated operations or lack 'of control and provided that written permission has been re-
quested from and granted by BEA.
If a U.S. affiliate is not fully consolidated in its U.S. parent's BE-12 report, it must be listed
on Supplement B of the U.S. parent's Form BE-12 and must file its own BE-12 report.
Foreign subsidiaries, branches, or other foreign operations or equity investments of a U.S.
affiliate are not to be included on a fully consolidated basis, but are to be included only as pro-
vided under III.H.
F. Aggregation of real estate investments-A foreign person holding real estate investments that
are foreign direct investments in the United States must aggregate all such holdings for the
purpose of applying the exemption level tests. If the aggregate of such holdings exceeds one
or more of the exemption levels, then the holdings must be reported even if they individually
would be exempt.
G. Exemption-A U.S. affiliate as consolidated, or aggregated in the case of real estate invest-
ments, is not required to file a BE-12 report if:
1. Each of the following three items for the U.S. affiliate (not the foreign parent's share)
was between - $1,000,000 and + $1,000,000 during the reporting period:
a. Total assets;
b. Sales or gross operating revenues, excluding sales taxes, and
c. Net income after provision for U.S. income taxes;
and
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2. The U.S. affiliate did not own 200 acres or more of U.S. land during the reporting period
(if the U.S. affiliate owned 200 acres or more of U.S. land, it must report regardless of
the value of the three items listed above).
If a U.S. business enterprise is a U.S. affiliate but is not required to file a completed Form
BE-12 because it falls below the exemption level, then it must complete and file a "Claim for
Not Filing a Form BE-12" with item 5 of the "Claim" marked and the information requested
in item 5 filled in. (The Claim is on the last page of Form BE-12 and should be detached
for filing.)
H. Method of accounting for equity investments in business enterprises that are not fully con-
solidated-A U.S. affiliate's equity investment in all foreign business enterprises and in U.S.
business enterprises that are not fully consolidated should be accounted for as detailed below.
Foreign business enterprises must not be fully consolidated with the U.S. affiliate, no matter
what the percentage ownership. When equity investments are included under the equity method,
intercompany account items must not be eliminated.
1. Investment in those business enterprises owned 20 percent or more should be reported
using the equity method. However, immaterial investments may be reported using the
cost basis provided this method is consistent with normal reporting practice.
2. Investment in those business enterprises owned less than 20 percent should be reported
using the cost method.
I. Changes in the reporting entity--Changes in the consolidated reporting entity that occurred
during the FY 1980 reporting period must not result in restatement of close FY 1979 bal-
ances. The close FY 1979 balances for balance sheet or other items should represent the
reporting entity as it existed at the close of FY 1979. This principle applies throughout the
report form; for example, in Part III, close FY 1979 intercompany account balances should
be those between the foreign parent and the U.S. affiliate as it actually existed at the close of
FY 1979.
J. Reporting by unincorporated U.S. affiliate:
Directly-owned-A separate BE-12 report shall be filed by each unincorporated U.S. affili-
ate, including a branch, which is directly owned 10 percent or more by a foreign person; two
or more such directly-owned U.S. affiliates may not be combined on a single Form BE-12.
The only exception is for U.S. affiliates that are real estate investments (see Special Instruc-
tions, Real Estate).
Indirectly-owned-An indirectly-owned unincorporated U.S. affiliate owned more than 50
percent by another U.S. affiliate should be fully consolidated on the report with the U.S.
affiliate that holds the ownership interest in it. Otherwise, a separate report is required for
each indirectly-owned unincorporated U.S. affiliate, except real estate.
K. Industry and export and import trade classificatons--A list and explanation of the industry
classifications and export and import trade classification used are given in the revised "Direct
Investment Industry and Foreign Trade Classifications Booklet," BE-799, which is included
as part of the BE-12 package.
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L. Number of BE.12 Part Ills, Investment and Transactions Between U.S. Affiliate and Foreign
Parent, to be filed-A separate Part III is required to be filed by the U.S. affiliate for each
foreign parent that the affiliate had during its 1980 fiscal year. If multiple Part III's are re-
quired because there was more than one foreign parent, the foreign parent that held the
largest percentage of direct ownership interest at yearend should be reported on the Part III
that is included in the BE-12 report itself. Each other foreign ownership line should be re-
ported on a Form BE-12, Part Ill-ADDITIONAL. If copies of BE-12, Part III-ADDITIONAL
are not available, reproduced copies of BE-12 Part III may be used as necessary.
M. Bearer shares--If the ownership in a U.S. affiliate by any owner in the ownership chain up
to and including the ultimate beneficial owner (UBO) is represented by bearer shares, the
requirement to disclose the information regarding the UBO remains with the reporting U.S.
affiliate, except where a company in the ownership chain has publicly traded bearer shares.
In that case, identification of the UBO may stop with the identification of a company whose
capital stock is represented by the publicly traded bearer shares. For closely held companies
with non-publicly traded bearer shares, identifying the foreign parent or the UBO as "bearer
shares" is not an acceptable response. The U.S. affiliate must pursue the identification of the
UBO through managing directors, or any other official or intermediary.
N. Separate filing of information by foreign parent or ultimate beneficial owner-Where infor-
mation is requested concerning the foreign parent or ultimate beneficial owner (UBO); if
the foreign parent or UBO does not wish to make the information available to the U.S. affili-
ate for inclusion in the report, it may furnish it separately to BEA. In doing so, it must com-
pletely identify the U.S. affiliate BE-12 report to which it refers, the Part III (or Part III
-ADDITIONAL) to which it pertains, separately reference the items to which the informa-
tion pertains, and give an address (and phone number if in the United States) where the for-
eign parent or UBO can be contacted.
0. Required information not available-All reasonable efforts should be made to obtain infor-
mation required for reporting. Every question on each form should be answered, except
where specifically exempt. When only partial information is available, an appropriate indica-
tion should be given.
P. Estimates-If actual figures are not available, estimates should be supplied and labeled as
such. When data items cannot be fully subdivided as required, totals and an estimated break-
down of the totals should be supplied.
Q. Specify-When "specify" is included in certain data items, the type and dollar amount of the
major items included must be given for at least the items mentioned in the line instruction.
R. Space on form insufficient-When space on a form is insufficient to permit a full answer to any
item, the required information should be submitted on supplementary sheets, appropriately
labeled and referenced to the item number and the form.
IV. Special Instructions
A. Insurance companies--When there is a difference, the financial and operating data in this
report are to be prepared on the same basis as an annual report to stockholders, rather
than on the basis of an annual statement to an insurance department. Valuation should be
according to normal commercial accounting procedures, not at the rates promulgated by the
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National Association of Insurance Commissioners. Include assets not acceptable for inclusion
in the annual statement to an insurance department.
ITEM
35 Trade accounts and trade notes receivable, current-Include current items such as
agents' balances, uncollected premiums, amounts recoverable from reinsurers, and other
current notes and accounts receivable (net of allowances for doubtful items) arising
from the ordinary course of business.
46 Trade accounts and trade notes payable, current-Include current items such as loss
liabilities, policy claims, commissions due, and other current liabilities arising from the
ordinary course of business. Policy reserves are to be included in "Other non-current
liabilities," item 49, unless they are clearly current liabilities.
56 Sales or gross operating revenues, excluding sales taxes-Include items such as earned
premiums, annuity considerations, gross investment income, and items of a similar nature.
Exclude income from unconsolidated affiliates that is to be reported in item 58 or 59.
63 Cost of goods sold-costs and expenses relating to operation-Include costs relating to
sales or gross operating revenues, item 56, such as policy losses incurred, death benefits,
matured endowments, other policy benefits, increases in liabilities for future policy
benefits, other underwriting expenses, and investment expenses.
B. Banks-A specialized report form has been adopted for U.S. affiliates in banking (including
bank holding companies); that is, for U.S. affiliates over 50 percent of whose total revenues
are generated by activities classified in industry code 600. Use of specialized Form BE-12
BANK is at the discretion of BEA; in situations where its possible use is not clear-cut,
permission must be secured from BEA in advance of filing. Non-bank subsidiaries must not
be consolidated with a bank or bank holding company on Form BE-12 BANK, but must be
reported separately on standard Form BE-12. An exception is that activities of subsidiaries that
are not banks but that provide support to their bank parent, such as a real estate subsidiary
set up to hold the office building occupied by the bank parent, are considered bank activities.
The specialized report form, where its use is permitted, stands in place of the standard form,
and the instructions given should be so construed.
C. Airlines and ship operators-U.S. stations, ticket offices, and terminal and port facilities of
foreign airlines and ship operators which provide services only to the foreign airlines' and ship
operators' own operations are not required to be reported. Reports are required when such
enterprises produce significant revenues from services provided to unaffiliated persons.
D. Railroad transportation companies-Railroad transportation companies should include only
the net annual balances for interline settlement items (car hire, car repair, freight revenues,
switching revenues, and loss and damage settlements) in items 35, 43, 46, 312 and 313.
Receipts or payments of the same interline settlement items should be excluded from items
340 and 342.
E. Real estate-In the International Investment Survey Act of 1976, the ownership of real estate
is defined to be a business enterprise, and if foreign-owned, is a U.S. affiliate of a foreign person.
A BE-12 report is required unless the enterprise is otherwise exempt.
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Residential real estate held exclusively for personal use and not for profitmaking purposes
is not subject to the reporting requirements. A residence which is an owner's primary residence
that is then leased by the owner while outside the United States but which the owner intends
to reoccupy, is considered real estate held for personal use.
Ownership of U.S. residential real estate by a corporation whose sole purpose is to hold the
real estate and where the real estate is for the personal use of the owner(s) of the corporation,
is considered to be real estate held for personal use and therefore not subject to the reporting
requirements.
A foreign person holding real estate investments that are business enterprises reportable as
foreign direct investment in the United States must aggregate all such holdings for the purpose
of applying the exemption level tests. If the aggregate of such holdings exceeds one or more
of the exemption levels, then the holdings must be reported even if they individually would
be exempt. A single report form should be filed to report the aggregated holdings. Nevertheless,
if preferred, separate reports may be filed, but the aggregate of holdings must be used for the
purpose of applying the exemption level tests. If separate reports are filed, they must be filed
as a group and notice given that they are all for one owner.
In Part I, Identification of U.S. Affiliate, for real estate investments being reported, BEA
is not seeking a legal description of the property, nor necessarily the address of the property
itself. Since there may be no operating business enterprise as such for the investment, what is
wanted is a consistently identifiable investment (i.e., U.S. affiliate) together with an address to
which report forms can be mailed so that the investment (affiliate) can be reported on a
consistent basis from survey to survey, or period to period. Thus, in item 1 of Form BE-12,
the "name and address" of the U.S. affiliate might be:
XYZ Corp. N.V., Real Estate Investments
c/o B&K Inc., Accountants
120 Major Street
Miami, Florida XXXXX
If the investment property has a name, such as Sunrise Apartments, Acme Building, etc.,
the name and address in item 1 of Form BE-12 might be:
Sunrise Apartments
c/o ABC Real Estate
120 Major Street
Miami, Florida XXXXX
BEA will accommodate foreign owners that wish to have report forms sent directly to
them. However, owners should be aware that extra time consumed in mailing to and from
a foreign place may make meeting filing deadlines difficult.
There are questions throughout the report form that may not be applicable to certain types
of real estate affiliates-questions such as the employer identification number (Part I, item 4),
or, for unimproved land held as an investment, number of employees (Part II, item 119); and
all of Part II, Section J, Exports and Imports of U.S. Affiliate. In such cases, the items should
be marked "none".
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If a foreign person has a direct or indirect voting ownership interest of 10 percent or more
in a joint venture, partnership, etc. that is formed to own and hold, develop, or operate real
estate, the joint venture, partnership, etc. in its entirety, not just the foreign person's share, is
a U.S. affiliate and must be reported as set out below.
a. If the foreign interest in such a U.S. affiliate is directly held by the foreign person, then
a BE-12 report must be filed by the affiliate (see however, the discussion above concerning
aggregating such investments).
b. If such a U.S. affiliate is owned more than 50 percent by another U.S. affiliate, the
former affiliate must be fully consolidated in the BE-12 report of the latter affiliate.
c. If such a U.S. affiliate is owned 50 percent or less by another U.S. affiliate, a separate
BE-12 report must be filed by the former affiliate and the latter affiliate, in its BE-12
report, must show only its equity investment in the former affiliate.
Foreign owners of farms, which the owners do not operate themselves, should prepare the
income statement and related items based on the extent to which the income from the farm
accrues to, and the expenses of the farms are borne by, the owner. Generally this means that
to the extent the risk of the operation falls on the owner, then the income, expenses and the
gain (loss) assignable to the owner or to the farm itself should all be shown in the income
statement and related items. For example, even though the operator and other workers on the
farm are hired by a management firm, if their wages and salaries are assigned to and borne
by the farm operation being reported, then the operator and other workers should be reported
as employees of that farm operation and the wages and salaries should be included as an
expense in the income statement. EXAMPLES;
1. If the farm is leased to an operator for a fixed fee, then the owner should report the
fixed fee as his "sales or gross operating revenue," and should report the non-operating
expenses that he may be responsible for, such as real estate taxes, interest on loans, etc.,
as expenses in the income statement.
2. If the farm is operated by another person on a share arrangement whereby income and
expenses are shared by the owner and operator in some ratio, only the owner's share of
income should be shown in "sales or gross operating revenues," and only the owner's
share of operating expenses and non-operating expenses should be shown elsewhere in
the income statement, and in related items, as appropriate.
3. If the farm is operated by a management firm that oversees the operation of the farm
and hires an operator, but the operating income and expenses are assigned to the
owner, the income and expenses so assigned should be shown in the requested detail
in the income statement, and related items, as appropriate. (The report should not
show just one item, i.e., the net of income less the management fee, where the
management fee includes all expenses.)
F. Estate, trusts, and intermediaries:
A foreign estate is a person and therefore may have direct investment, and the estate, not
the beneficiary, is considered to be the owner.
A trust is a person, but is not a business enterprise. The trust shall be considered the same
as an intermediary and reporting should be as outlined below. For reporting purposes, the
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beneficiary(ies) of the trust, or the creator(s) of the trust in the situation detailed in the
next sentence, or if there is, or may be, a reversionary interest, shall be considered to be
the owner(s) of the investments of the trust for determining the existence of direct
investment. When a corporation or other organization creates a trust designating its shareholders
or members as beneficiaries, the creating corporation or organization shall be deemed to
be the owner of the investments of the trust, or succeeding trusts where the presently existing
trust had evolved out of a prior trust, for the purposes of determining the existence and
reporting of direct investment.
This procedure is adopted in order to fulfill the statistical purposes of this survey and does
not imply that control over an enterprise owned or controlled by a trust is, or can be,
exercised by the beneficiary(ies) or creator(s).
Intermediary-
a. If a particular foreign direct investment in the United States is held, exercised,
administered, or managed by a U.S. intermediary for the foreign beneficial owner,
such intermediary shall be responsible for reporting the required information for,
and in the name of, the U.S. affiliate, and shall report on behalf of the U.S.
affiliate or shall instruct the U.S. affiliate to submit the required information. Upon
so instructing the U.S. affiliate, the intermediary shall be released from further
liability to report provided it has informed this Bureau of the date such instructions
were given and the name and address of the U.S. affiliate, and has supplied the
U.S. affiliate with any information in the possession of, or which can be secured by,
the intermediary that is necessary to permit the U.S. affiliate to complete the required
reports. When acting in the capacity of an intermediary, the accounts or transactions
of the U.S. intermediary with a foreign beneficial owner shall be considered as
accounts or transactions of the U.S. affiliate with the foreign beneficial owner. To
the extent such transactions or accounts are unavailable to the U.S. affiliate, they may
be required to be reported by the intermediary.
b. If a foreign beneficial owner holds a U.S. affiliate through a foreign intermediary,
the U.S. affiliate may report the intermediary as its foreign parent but, when
requested, must also identify and furnish information concerning the foreign
beneficial owner. Accounts or transactions of the U.S. affiliate with the foreign
intermediary shall be considered as accounts or transactions of the U.S. affiliate
with the foreign beneficial owner.
G. Partnerships-Limited partners do not have voting rights in a partnership and therefore
cannot have a direct investment in a partnership; their investment is considered to be
portfolio investment. Determination of the existence of direct investment in a partnership
shall be based on the country of residence of, and the percentage control exercised by, the
general partner(s), although the latter may differ from the financial interest of the general
partner(s).
H. Determining place of residence and country of jurisdiction of individuals-An individual will
be considered a resident of, and subject to the jurisdiction of, the country in which physically
located, subject to the following qualifications:
1. Individuals who reside, or expect to reside, outside their country of citizenship for less
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than one year are considered to be residents of their country of citizenship.
2. Individuals who reside, or expect to reside, outside their country of citizenship for one
year or more are considered to be residents of the country in which they are residing,
except as provided in H.3.
3. Notwithstanding paragraph H.2., if an owner or employee of a business enterprise
resides outside the country of location of the enterprise for one year or more for the
purpose of furthering the business of the enterprise, and the country of the business
enterprise is the country of citizenship of the owner or employee, then such owner or
employee shall nevertheless be considered a resident of the country of citizenship pro-
vided there is the intent to return within a reasonable period of time.
4. Individuals and members of their immediate family who are residing outside their
country of citizenship as a result of employment by the government of that country
-diplomats, consular officials, members of the armed forces, etc.-are considered to
be residents of their country of citizenship.
V. Response Required When Contacted by BEA
The publication in the Federal Register of the notice implementing this survey is considered
legal notice to covered U.S. business 'enterprises of their obligation to report. Therefore, a report
is required from persons subject to the reporting requirements of the BE-12 survey, whether or
not they are contacted by BEA. Also, a person, or their agent, to whom a BE-12 report form is
sent by BEA, must respond in writing pursuant to Section 806.4 of 15 CFR, Chapter VIII. This
may be accomplished either by filing a completed Form BE-12 on a timely basis or, if applicable,
by completing and returning the "Claim for Not Filing a Form BE-12," which is included as the
last page of Form BE-12, and which is due within 30 days of the date the BE-12 was sent by BEA.
VI. Filing the BE-12
A. Due date-A fully completed and certified Form BE-12, including all Part III ADDITION-
ALS, is due to be filed with BEA not later than August 15, 1981.
A U.S. person that is sent a Form BE-12, but that is exempt or not subject to the reporting
requirements must file a "Claim for Not Filing a Form BE-12" within 30 days of the date
the BE-12 was sent by BEA. (See V. above.) Any other U.S. person that is a U.S. affiliate
but that is exempt from completing Form BE-12, must file a "Claim for Not Filing a Form
BE-12" within 30 lays of the publication in the Federal Register of the notice implementing
this survey.
B. Extension-Requests for an extension of the reporting deadline will not normally be granted.
However, in a hardship case, a written request for an extension will be considered provided
it is received at least 15 days prior to the due date of the report and enumerates substantive
reasons necessitating the extension. BEA will provide a written response to such requests.
C. Assistance-If there are any questions concerning the report, telephone (202) 523-0632 or
(202) 523-0547 for assistance.
D. Annual stockholders' report-Business enterprises issuing annual reports to stockholders are
to furnish a copy of their FY 1980 annual report when filing the BE-12 report.
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E. Number of copies-A single copy of the BE-12, including any Supplements, is to be filed with
BEA. This should be the copy with the address label in Part I, if such a labeled copy has
been provided by BEA. You must also retain a file copy of the BE-12 report for five years to
facilitate resolution of any questions that BEA may have concerning your report. (Both
copies are protected by law; see statement on confidentiality in I.D.)
F. Where to send report-Return the report to U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Eco-
nomic Analysis BE-50(IN), Washington, D.C. 20230.
VII. Instructions for Specific Sections of the Report Form
A. Employment and employee compensation-Employment and employee compensation data must
be based on payroll records and relate to activities during the reporting period. The employ-
ment and employee compensation data must cover only activities that were charged as an
expense on the income statement, charged to inventories, or capitalized during the reporting
period. Do not include data related to activities of prior periods, such as those capitalized or
charged to inventories in prior years.
1. Employment is the average number of employees for the reporting period, including
part time employees but excluding home workers and independent sales personnel who
are not employees. If possible, the average for the reporting period should be computed
as the average of the number of persons on the payroll at the end of each pay period,
month or quarter, during the reporting period. Employment at the end of the reporting
period may be used as an estimate of average employment only if employment through-
out the reporting period did not vary significantly due to seasonal operations, a
strike, temporary shutdowns, etc.
2. Production workers-Those employees most directly connected with carrying out the
activities of the business being reported, up to and including working foremen, but
excluding other supervisory employees. They are those employees involved in the physi-
cal production of goods, handling and storage of goods, related services (e.g., main-.
tenance and repair), and auxiliary production for plant's own use (e.g., power plant).
3. Employee compensation consists of wages and salaries of employees and employer ex-
penditures for all employee benefit plans.
a. Wages and salaries are the gross earnings of all employees before deduction of em-
ployees' payroll withholding taxes, social insurance contributions, group insurance
premiums, union dues, etc. Include time and piece rate payments, cost of living
adjustments, overtime pay and shift differentials, bonuses, profitsharing amounts,
and commissions. Exclude commissions paid to independent personnel who are not
employees.
Wages and salaries include direct payments by employers for vacations, sick leave,
severance (redundancy) pay, etc. Exclude payments made by, or on behalf of, benefit
funds rather than by the employer. (Employer contributions to benefit funds are
included in "employee benefit plans".)
Wages and salaries include in-kind payments, valued at their cost, that are clearly
and primarily of benefit to the employees as consumers. Do not include expendi-
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tures that benefit employers as well as employees, such as for plant facilities, em-
ployee training programs, and reimbursement for business expenses.
b. Employee benefit plans-Employer expenditures for all employee benefit plans, in-
cluding those required by government statute, those resulting from a collective-bar-
gaining contract, or those that are voluntary. Employee benefit plans include Social
Security and other retirement plans, life and disability insurance, guaranteed sick
pay programs, workers' compensation insurance, medical insurance, family allow-
ances, unemployment insurance, severance pay funds, etc. If plans are financed joint-
ly by the employer and the employee, only the contributions of the employer should
be included.
4. Hours worked by production workers: Include standby or reporting time; exclude hours
paid for holidays, vacations, sick leave, or other paid leave.
B. U.S. merchandise exports and imports-The data on U.S. merchandise trade between U.S. affili-
ates and foreigners must be reported on a "shipped" basis, i.e., on the basis of when, where,
and to (or by) whom the goods were shipped, irrespective of to (or by) whom the goods were
billed or charged. It may be necessary to obtain the shipment data from shipping and receiv-
ing, rather than from accounting, records.
The merchandise trade categories given in the Direct Investment Industry and Foreign
Trade Classifications Booklet are not the same as the SIC categories used to classify your
company by industry. Please check the trade category descriptions to facilitate accurate
answers to the trade questions. (In particular, note that for the trade data, parts and acces-
sories for transportation equipment are, in important instances, classified outside the trans-
portation equipment category.)
1. U.S. exports and imports refer to physical movements of goods between the customs
area of the United States and the customs. area of a foreign country. Consigned goods
must be included as a shipment or receipt of merchandise, even though not normally
recorded as sales or purchases when initially consigned.
2. Only goods shipped between the United States and a foreign country in the U.S. affili-
ate's 1980 fiscal year should be included, regardless of when the goods were charged or
consigned. For example, capital goods shipped by the U.S. affiliate to a foreign parent
in FY 1980, that were charged or consigned to the foreign parent in FY 1981, should
be included; but such goods shipped in FY 1979 that were charged or consigned to the
foreign parent in FY 1980 should be excluded.
3. U.S. exports should be valued f.a.s. (free along side) at the U.S. port of exportation.
This includes costs incurred up to the point of loading the goods aboard the export
carrier including the selling price at the interior point of shipment (or cost if not sold),
packaging costs, and inland freight and insurance. It excludes all subsequent costs, such
as loading costs, freight and insurance from the U.S. port of exportation, etc.
4. U.S. imports should be valued at the contract price, adjusted to an f.a.s. foreign-port-
of-exportation basis. This includes all costs incurred up to the point of loading the goods
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aboard the export carrier, including the selling price at the interior point of shipment
(or cost if not sold), packaging costs, and inland freight and insurance. It excludes all
subsequent costs, such as loading costs, freight and insurance from the foreign port of
exportation, etc.
5. "Products of shipper" refers to merchandise which has been produced (i.e., grown, ex-
tracted, processed, assembled, or manufactured) by the shipper, or which has been
physically changed by the shipper so as to increase the value of the merchandise. Mer-
chandise shipped in essentially the same condition as when purchased is not considered
a product of the person shipping the merchandise.
6. Goods shipped by an independent carrier or a freight forwarder at the expense of, or on
behalf of, a business enterprise, are shipments of that business enterprise.
7. Country of ultimate destination or origin-The country of ultimate destination is the
country where the goods are to be consumed, further processed, or manufactured, as
known to the shipper at the time of exportation. If the shipper does not know the
country of ultimate destination, the shipment is credited to the last country to which
the shipper knows that the merchandise will be shipped in the same form as when ex-
ported. The country of origin is the country where the goods were grown, mined, or
manufactured. In instances where the country of origin cannot be determined, the
transactions are credited to the country of shipment.
C. Distribution of selected data by State-The schedule of employment, wages and salaries, land
and other property, plant, and equipment by State covers the 50 States, the District of Colum-
bia, and all territories and possessions of the United States. Include in this schedule only data
pertaining to those U.S. business enterprises that are fully consolidated into the reporting
U.S. affiliate; foreign business enterprises or operations, whether incorporated or unincorpor-
ated, should not be consolidated with the reporting U.S. affiliate and no data for them should
be included. Exclude data for employees permanently located outside the United States. The
"foreign" category is primarily for use in reporting movable fixed assets temporarily outside
the United States or for reporting any foreign fixed assets carried directly on the U.S. alili-
ate's books.
1. Location of employees or of an asset is the U.S. State, territory, or possession in which
the person is permanently employed, or in which the land or other property, plant, and
equipment is physically located and to which property taxes, if any, on such assets are
paid. In the case of equipment which may reside in more than one location during the
reporting period, such as transportation equipment, location of the asset is to be-
a. The State, territory, or possession to which property taxes, if any, were paid.
b. If no tax was paid, the State, territory, or possession in which the asset was physi-
cally located at the end of the reporting period. (If the plant and equipment is mov-
able, and is temporarily located outside the United States, enter in the "foreign"
category.)
2. Valuation of property, plant, and equipment-Land and other property, plant, and
equipment are to be valued at historical cost before any allowances for depreciation,
depletion, and like charges.
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3. Classification of land and other property, plant, and equipment by use category-For
purposes of this survey, land and other property, plant, and equipment are classified
according to various use categories. If a given asset can be classified in more than one
of the use categories, the entire asset should be considered to fall within the category
best describing its primary use. If not in actual use during the reporting period, classify
by expected or intended use.
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The purpose of this report is to gather timely and reliable information on international capital movements.
This report form is designed to cover transactions in "long-term" securities with "foreigners." For purposes of reporting, all of the following
trensactioas are considered to be transactions with "foreigners": (1) transactions i  "lng-term" scurities executed in the United States (as defined in
section E.1 below) for account of "foreigners": and (2) tranactions in "long-term" securities executed abroad for your own acount arid far the account of
your domestic customers, Incuding partners. (Thus. for example, a purchase of "long-term" securities abroad for your own account or for the account of
your domestic customer should be recorded as a sale by a "foreigner," and conversely, a sale of "long-termn" sectides abroad for your own account or for
the account of a domestic customer should be reported as a purchase by a "foreigner.") Figures reported for such transactions should represent the total
amount of money debited or credited as of the ledger date (i.e., the cost of purchase plus commissions, etc., or the proceeds of sales less commissions,
tax, etc.).
This report is required by law (12 U.SC. 95a; 22 U.S.C. 286f; 22 U.S.C. 3103; E.O. 6560; E.O. r0033; 31 C.FR. 128). Failure to report can result ina
civil ponalty not exceeding $10,000 (22 U.SC. 3105). Willful failure to report can result in criminal prosecutan and upon conviction a fine of not more than
$10,000, or. it a natural person, imprisonment for not more than ten years, or beth. Any officer, director, or agent of any corporation who knowingly
participates in such violation may be punished by a like fine. imprisonment, or both (12 U.S.C. 95a; 31 CRR. 128.4(a)).
Data reported on this form will be held in confdence by the Department of the Treasury and the Federal Reserve Banks acting as fiscal agents of the
'Ieasury. The data reported by individual respondents will not be published or otherwise publicly disclosed. Aggregate data derived from reports on this
form may be published or otherwise disclosed in a manner which will not reveal the amounts reported by any individual respondent. Data reported by
individual respondents may be made ailable to other Federal agencies, insofar as authorized by the Federal Reports Act (44 US.C. 3501 ot seq.) and
the International Investment Survey Act Of 1976 (22 U.S.C. 310 o seq.).
B. WHO MUST REPORT
1. All honks, banking institutions (including bank holding companies), brokers, dealers or other persons in the United States who on their own behaff or on
behalf of their Customers engage in transactions in "long-term" securities directly with "foreigners." as defined in thew instructions, are required to
report monthly on this form Reporting institutions should include on this form the figures for all departments within the institution which have reportable
transactions and the figures for all of their branches in the United States.
2. When two reporting institutions are involved in the completion of a transaction in "long-term" securties with "foreigners," the following Instructions
should be carefully noted, in order that the reportng of that transaction may neither be duplicated nor completely omitted:
(a) Transactions i volving either the sale or purchase of domestic securities for "foreign" account should be reported by the bank, banking instiution,
broker or dealer acting directly by order of the "foreigner."
(b) Transactions involving either the sale or the purchase (including the redemption) of "foreign" securities for the account of "foreigners" shodd be
reported by the bank, banking institution, broker or dealer acting directly by order of the "foreign" seller or "foreign" purchaser.
3. The U.S. managing underwriter of a underwriting group acting as agent in handling the flotaion of anew foreign security issue should report as sales
by "foreigners" only the portion of the issue sold to domestic members of the underwriting group and the amount of sales to the managing underwriter's
own domestic customers. The managing underwriter of an underwriting group for a new domestic sactuaty issue should reprt as purchases by
"foreigners" the amount aken by "foreign" underwriting members as well as the amount of sales to the managing undernrter's own foreign customers.
NOTE: Managing underwriters for new foreigin issues which can be offered for sale only to persons other than U.S. residents should exclude from their
reports foreign sals (to themselves and to domestic members of the underwriting group) of such new foreign securties, and should exclude from their
reported purchases by "foreigners" their subsequent sales of the" new Issues to other "foreigners." If portions of such new issues remain unsold at
the termination of the initial offering, as specified in the underwriting agreement, the managing underwriter or other members of the underwriting group
who retan the unsold securities for their own account shoud report the unsold securities as sales by "foreigners" (to members of the undereiting
group). Subsequent disposition of the securities to "foreigners" are reportable as purchases by "foreigners."
4. Any bank, banking institution, br ker, or dealer acting as an intermediar' in the private placement of domestic secunties with foreign investors or of
foreign sexcunties with domestic and foreign investors should report the entire amount of the transaction. The intermediary should also provide hor the
reporting of any payments assooiatd with delayed takedomns under private placements.
C. EXEMPTIONS
A report for any one month need not be filed by a "person," otherwise required to report, if both the grand total of purchases and the grand total of
sales of "bag-term" sevrities, fo Its own account or for the account of others in transactions with "foreigners," amounted to less than $500,000 during
the month covered by the report.
0. FILING OF REPORTS
Reports on Form S should be submitted not later than 15 days following the month to which the report applies.
Reports of any bank or banking institution should be filed with the Federal Reserve Bank of the District in which the bank or banking institution is
located.
Reports of brokers, dealers and persons other than banks and banking insitutions should be filed with the Federal Reserve Bank of New York.
Reports should be naled to:
Inenatonal Reports Division
Inlemational Research Department
Federal Reserve Bank of New York
33 Liberty Street




I. -United States." For purposes of this report, the term "United States" shall mean the States of the United States, the District of Cotumbia, the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and the following: American Samoa, the Canal Zone, Guam, Midway Island. the Virgin slands, and Wake Island.
2. For purposes of this report, "parson" shall include an individual, partnership, association, corporation or other organization.
3. "Foreigner." For parposes of this report. "foreigner" shall include:
(a) any individual, including a citizen of the United States, domiciled outside the United States.
(b) any partnership, association, corporation or other organization created or organized under the laws of a foreign country, excepting branches and
agencies thereof located in the United States.
(c) any branch, subsidiary or other allied organization within a foreign country of a partnership. association. corporation or other organization created
or organized under the laws of a foreign country or of the United States. Thus, for example, branches of American banks, banking institutions.
brokers and dealers (including your own branches) located In foreign countries should be considered "foreigners." and the branches, subsidiaries
and agencies located inthe United States of foreign banks, banking Institutions, brokers and dealers should consider themselves a U.S, parsons
and, in turn, should consider their head offices and branches of such head offices outside the United States as "foreignero."
(d) any govemment of a foreign country and any subdivision, agency or instrumentaity thereof, including all "foreign officil institutions." even though
located in the Unded States. (See definition in subsection 4 below.)
(a) any official intemational or regional organization, or subordinate or affiliated g ncy thereof, created by teaty or convention between sovereign
states, even though located in the United States; and any private relief, philanthropic or other organizaton of an international or regional character
with headquarters abroad and with a membership of organizations from more than one country,
(f) persons In the United States, to the extent that such persons are acting on behalf of, forthe acount of, or for the benefit of "foreigners" as described
in subsections (a) through (a) above, except other reporting institutions such an domestic banks, corporations, and branches and agencies of
foreign banks and corporations required to report on this form. (In case of doubt in a particular case as to whether a second institution is a reporting
institution, consult the Federal Reserve Bank of the District in which you am located i you we a bank or banking institution; persons other than
banks and banking institutions should consuh the Federal Reserve Bank of New York.) "1ansaetions for the account of a domestic trustee or
nominee, except another reporting institution, known to be acting on behalf of a "foreigner" should be reported by the bank, banking thatiudon. or
broker acting for the account of such trustee or nominee.
4. "Foreign offical institution." For purposes of this report, the term "foreign official institution" shall include c ntral governments of foreign countries and
of their possessions and recognized central banks of issue. The Treasury Department has prepared a list of "foreign officil institutions" available from
the Federal Reserve Bank of the District in which you are located if you are bank or banking instiutio or from the Federal Reserve Bank of New York if
you we a nonbank firn. The term "foreign official institution" sha include the following:
(a) the treasuries, including ministries of ioance. or corresponding departments of national governments; central banks, including all departmenta
thereof; stabilization funds, including official exchange stabilization funds, exchange contiol offices, or other governmental exchange authorities;
and fiscal agents of the national governments which hae as an important port of their functions activities simlar to those of a treasury, central bank
or stabilization fund. EXCEPTION: Branches and agencies in the United States of "foreign officalt banking institutons" shall he considerad
"domestic" institutions for purposes of this report.
(b) diplomatic and consular estabishments and other departments and agencies of national governments, such as army and navy departments,
purchasing commissions and state trading organizations,
(c) any international or regional organization, or subordinate or affiliated agency thereof, created by treaty or conventon between sovereign states.
The term "foreign official institution," however, shallnot include nationalized or other governmentowned banks or corporations unless such bats or
corporations otherwise fall within one of the descrptive categones set forth in subsection 4(a) above.
5. "Securites." For purposes of this report, the term "secries" should be interpreted broadly to include rights, wanants, options and scrip. as wel an
stocks (common and preterred) and bonds, debentures and similar obligations, and should include pivately an well as puticly offered issues.
"Long-term" securities. The term "long-ter" securities is used to define those having no contractual matuity (e.g., stocks) or a maturity of more than
one year from the date of issuance. Such securities tall within the scope of this report even though they may mature In one year or les ram the date of
this report.
F. EXCLUSIONS FROM REPORTING
1. Initial offerings of new foreign issues that can be offered for sale only to persons otherthan United States residents should not be reported on ths form.
(See NOTE to section B.3 above.)
2. Transactions in long-tam securiies under repurchase and resole agreements should not be reported on this form. For instance, a U.S. banking
institution. broker, or dealer may enter into repurchase agreements with e "foreigner" to "sell" securities to the "foreigner" with an agreement to
repurchase the secunities for a stated pica in a specific numberof days. Smilady, a "foreigner" may "sell" secodotes to a U.S. bank, banking institution,
broker. or dealer for a stated number of days, agreeing to repurchase the securies at a set price at the end of the perud. For porposes of this report,
such transactions re nort o be reported as outright purchases ad sales of the securities themseolves; rather, the repurchase agreements are to be
considered as short-term Itabiltaes to, or short-term claims on, "foreigners"collateralized by the undedying securities. Accordingly. agreements under
which you "sell" long-term securities to "foreigners" and will reacquire the securities are not to be reported on Form S. but should be reported a "Other
Liabilities" in the appropriate columns on Form BL-1 Conversely, agreements under which you acquire securities and will sell them back to foreigners
are not to be reported on Form S. bet should be reported as claim on "foreigneom" on monthly Form BC and on quarterly Form B0-1 in the appropiste
colmons.
3. Transactions in securities with a contrectual maturity ofne yer or loes, such as United States Treasury bilos and certificates of indebtedness, should
nor be reported on this form. (Howeer, holdings of such securties denominated in dlars for the account of "foreigners" should be reported in the
appropriate columns on Form BL-2. Respondent banks should report their holdings of foreign securities denomianted in dollars and having a
contractual maturity ofone year or oes in the epropratecolumnson monthly FormBC andquartedyForm B0-1. Holdingsof such securitiesforbanka'
domestic customers are reportable on Fans B0-1. Holdings of "short-term" foreign securites denominated in foreign currencies are reportable on
Form BC-2. U.S. nonbanking firms that do not hold "short-term" foreign securities through a U.S. bank must report their claima on Forns C-f/2 and
C-3, an appropriate.
4. Transactions in parthopahans in loans of the Export-Import Bank of Washington, the International Bank for Recorstruction andDeveiopmnt. the
ter-American Development Bank, and the Asian Development Bank. and other similar lending institutions, with orwth ut the guaranty of the lending
Instittions, should not be reported on this form. (The outstanding amounts of such participetions shouid be reported on monthly Form BC and
quartedy Form B-, or on Form C-1/2. as appropriate.)
0. METHOD OF REPORTING OPPOSITE FOREIGN COUNTRIES AND INTERNATIONAL AND REGIONAL
ORGANIZATIONS
In genera, transoctios with "foreigners" should be reported Opposite the foreign countryorgeographica area in which the "foreigner" isdomiched.
Transactions with "foreigners" in toritoies, possessions and other non-metropolitan mea of a foreign country should be reported opposite the
geographical area in which the "foreigner" is domtiled and not opposite the parent country. For example, transactions with "foreigners" in the
Netherads Anttiles should be reported opposite the Nethetds Antlles and not opposite the Netherands.
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Tansactions with foreign branches or agencies of a "fore
i
gn official institution" should be reported oposite the country to which the "official institution"
belongs if the branches are not themselves acting as "official institutions" for the countries in which they are located. For example, the account of a South
American branch of a European government purchasing commission should be reported opposite the European country. Transactions with a U.S. branch
or agency of a "foreign official Institution" should be reported opposite the country to which the "official institution" belongs. (EXCEPTION: Branches or
agencies in the United States of "foreign official banking institutions" shall be considered "domestic" Institutions.) Tansactions with a "foreign official
institutions" branch which is acting as an "official Institution" for the country in which the branch is located should be reported opposite that country, while
transactions with the branch's head office in another country should be reported opposite the country in which the head office is located.
'thansactions with foreign branches or agencies of foreign banks (excluding central banks) and other private institutions should be reported opposite
the country in which the foreign branch or agency is located.
Transactions with official international and regionel organizations, even though located In the United States, should be reported opposite the
clessifcation "International," "European," "Latin American," Asian," "African" or 
" Mi
ddle Eastern" regional, as appropriate. The regional clessificatons
cover organizations which have a regional center of interest. The "Intemational" classification covers all other Organizations of an intemutional character.
EXCEPTION: The Bank for International Settlements and the European Fund, for purposes of this report, should be reported opposte the classification
"Other Europe."
1Transactions executed by persons in the United States on behalf of, for the account of, or for the benefit of "foreigners," should be reported opposite
the countries in which the "foreigners" are domiciled.
Transactions in securities denominated in a foreign currency should be reported opposite the country of domicile of the "froeigner" involved in the
transaction, and not opposite the country in whose currency the secunties are denominated.
H. REDEMPTION OF SECURITIES
1. Fiscal agents for foreign issuers should report as purchases by "foreigners" the redemption by them of called or matured foreign secuities and sinking
fund purchases of foreign securities in the United States, When such fiscal agents receive these foreign securties directly from "foreigners" (rather
than from banks, banking institutions, brokers and dealers located in the United States) such fiscal agents should. in addition, report these redemptions
for the acount of "foreign" beneficiaries s sales by "foreigners." Banks, banking institutions, brokers, and dealers presenting clled or matured
securities (foreign or domestic) to fiscal agents for redemption in the United States for the account of "foreign" beneficiaries should report such
redemptions as sales by "foreigners."
2. Fiscal agents or trustees for domestic securities should report as sales by "foreigners" such securities presented for redemption directly by
"foreigners," including their foreign correspondents or branches or heed offices outside the United States. Sinking fund purchases abroad of such
securities should also be included. Conversely. al called or matured securities (foreign or domestic) presented by you for redemption abroad for your
own account or for the account of your domestic customers should be reported as purchases by "foreigners."
3. Conversions of debt obligations into domestic stocks should not be reported as redemptions. Such conversions should he reported only in Menro-
randum i,
I. TRANSACTIONS IN FOREIGN ARBITRAGE ACCOUNTS
Purchases or sales of securities executed in the United States for arbitrage accounts In which you participate as s principal jointly with a "foreigner"
should be reported opposite the country in which the "foreigner" is located. For example, a sale of securities in New York for a joint account with a
Canadian resident should be entered as a sale opposite Canada; the corresponding purchase of securities in Canada for the joint account should not be
reported,
J. TRANSACTIONS IN TRUST ACCOUNTS
The following should be reported: (a) Tansactions in "long-tens" secudties held by domestic trustees in trusts created by foreign insurance
companies. (Branches or agencies located in the United States of foreign insurance companies are not "foreigners" and. accordingly, transactions in
seculies held in trusts created by such branches or agencies should not he reported.) (b) Transactions in "long-tern" securities hold by a domestic
trustee in trusts created by Other foreign companies or foreign govemments, for example, in trusts created under indentures relating to the issuance or
amortization of foreign dollar bonds or payment of interest thereon.
NOTE: 'ransactions in "long-term" secuinties held by a domestic trustee in trusts created by individual "foreign" persons are not reportable on this
form.
K. EXCHANGE OF "LONG-TERM" SECURITIES
For purposes of this report, the acquisition for "foreign" account of "long-term" securities in exchange for "short-term" securities or other assets
should be reported as a purchase of "long-term" securities by "foreigners"; and the dispositon for foreign" account of "long-tern" securities against an
acquisition of "shor-tenn" securities or other assets should be reported as a sale of "long-ten" securities by "foreigners." Do not include conversions of
domestic or foreign debt obligations into domestic stocks. Conversions are reportable only in Memorandum II.
L. TRANSACTIONS EXECUTED IN FOREIGN CURRENCIES
'tansactions reported on this form, if executed in foreign currencies, should be entered in terms of the dollar equivalent, being converted at the spot
rates of exchange previling either when the transactions were executed or at the close of the last business day of the month.
M. REPORTING OF CONVERSION OF DOMESTIC OR FOREIGN DEBT OBLIGATIONS INTO DOMESTIC
STOCKS BY "FOREIGNERS"
Conversion agents should report in Memorandum I the conversion into dorestic stocks by them of debt obligations received directly from
"foreigners," including their foreign correspondents, branches, and head offices Outside the United States. Banks, banking institutions, brokers, and
dealers presenting debt obligations for conversion into domestic stocks in the United States for the amount of "foreign" beneficiaries hould report such
conversions in Memorandum i. Amounts reported should represent the total amount of onversions during the month of the report date. Them amounts
should not ho reported elsewhere on this form as purchases or sales of secudties.
PART Il-SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS RELATING TO PARTICULAR COLUMNS ON FORM S
(See References on Report Form to Instructions (a) Through (I) Below.)
(a) The following are not to be regarded as "foreign countries" for purposes of this report: American Samoa. the Canal Zone, Guam. Midway Island.
Puerto Rico, the irgin Islands, and Wake Island.
(b) Report under this heeding transactions in securities of the United States Government, Federal Financing Bank, gonernnental agencies, states and
muncipaitites, and the securities of corporstions chartered In the United States. Do not Include soulies Issued by official internationl or regional
organizaions, even though located in the United States.
(c) Report under this heading transactions in securities of foreign central govemments and polticalerds visions, and securitites of ompoaitons or simislr
organizations chartered in foreign countries, and of Internaional and regional organizations as defined in Part I, section E.3(e) above, even though such
securities may be payable in United States dollars. Classy transactions in rights, warrants, optons, and scrip as they pertain to stocks Or bonds. tclude
tserrechons in foreign stocks evidenced by the issuance by, or surrender to. Depositries of American Depository Receipts (A.D.R.'s).
(d) Report under this heeding transactions in ecurities issued by the Depelment of the Tesury and by the Fedet Finandng Bank. (Trasactons In
these secadites with "foreign oficla institutions" are also reportable in columns I and 2 of Memorandum I.)
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(a) Report under this heading transactions in securities issued by corporations and other agencies of the U.S. Government and by Federally-sponsored
agencies. (Transactions in these securities with "foreign official institutions" are also reportable in columns 3 and 4 of Memorandum I.)
(f) Report under this heading transactions in debt securities issued by private corporations and by state and local governments, (Transactions in these
securities with "foreign official institutions" are also reportable in columns 5 and 6 of Memorandum I.)
(g) Report under this heading transactions in stocks issued by private corporations. (Transactions in these securities with "foreign official institutions" are
also reportable in columns 7 and 8 of Memorandum 1.)
(h) Report in this Memorandum section transactions in "long-term" domestic securities as described in (d), (), (f), and (g) above for the account of
"foreign official institutions. List each foreign country and each international and regional organization, and the code number shown for such area in the
Geographical Casification provided by the Treasury Department, for which transactions in domestic sacurities were effacted for the account of "foreign
official institutions."
(i) Report under this heading, by foreign country and code number, the conversion into domestic stock of foreign-held debt issues of firms incorporated
under the laws of the United States, whether or not the issues were initially offered only to "foreigners,"
() Report under this heading, by foreign country and code number, the conversion into domestic stock of foreign-held debt issues of firms created or
organized under the laws of a foreign country, including the issues of foreign subsidiaries or other allied organizations of a firm incorporated under the laws of
the United States.
(k) Report under this heading the aggregate market value of the domestic stock issued as of close of business on the day of the conversion.
(I) Report under this heading the aggregate dollaramounts of any cash payments associated with the convention of debt obligations into domestic stocks.
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GENERAL - TO BE COMPLETED BY ALL TRAVELERS, SHIPPERS AND RECIPIENTS
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General Instructions
This report is required by Treasury Department regulations (31 Coda of Federal Regulations 103).
Who Must File. - Each person who physically transports, mails. or ships, or calses to be physically transorted mailed, shipped orreceived curencY oI other monetary ntumemt, i. an aggregate amo..unt. exedig $.00 on yoe oCainfom n
States to any place outside the United tatAes, or into the United States from any place octarde the United Stat. t e
A TRANSFER OF FUNDS THROUGH NORMAL BANKING PROCEDURES WHICH DOES NOT INVOLVE THE PHYSICAL
TRANSPORTATION OF CURRENCY OR MONETARY INSTRUMENTS IS NOT REQUIRED TO BE REPORTED.
Eoeaptions. - The following personsaranot reaurred to file reports: (1) a Faderai resar a bank, (2) a bank. a foreign bank, or . brokerOr dealer in securities in rAspect to currency or other monetary instruments maield or shpeld through the postal service
or by common carrier, (3) a commercial bank or trust company organized undo, the laws of any State or of the United States ith
rspeCt to over and shipments of currency or monetary instruments hipped to or received from an established customer maintain-In a deposit ralationship with the ank, in amounts which the bank may rasonably conclude do not .oCed amounts commen-
rate with the customary conduct of the business industry or profession of the customer Concerned, (4) a person who isnotac itizen
or resident of the United States in respect to currency or other monetary instrkmants ariled or shipped from abroad to e Rank orbroker or dealer in securities through fepostalsri e orby common crrir (5) a Pommon barrier of passngar nrepeo o bun-tenoy or other monetary instruments in the possession of its passengers. (6 a common Carrier of goods n respect o shipmsrume o
curranoy or monetary instruwants nor deolared so besc y the shipper.l 7) a travalers' Check issuer oa ns n, respect to thatransportation of traselers checks prior to their declicry to soiling agents tor eventual sele solos public, nor by (R) a person engag.Ad as a business in the transporation of currency, monetary instruments and other commercial papers with reset O the trenpor.tation of ourrenoy or other monetary instruments overland betwen establisheo Offices of banks Or brokers or dealers in securities
and foreign persons.
When end Where to File;
A. Recipient - Each person who receives currency or other monetary instruments hail file Form 4790, within 30 days after rI.
ctiat, with the Customs officer in Charpe at #ny port of entry or departure or by mail with the Commisslonsr of Customs,
Attention: Currency Transportation Reports, Weshingrton, D.C. 20229.
B. Shippr. ypMoip. - if the currency on other monetary instrument does not accompany the parson entering or departing theUnited States, Form 470 may be filed by ail on Or before te dais of sorry, a arture milir or shipping wrth he Fommis-
aner of Customs, Attention Currency Transporttion Reports Washington, D.C. 202 R.
CnV1-eru - Travelerscarrylng curreny brother monetay instruments with them shall file Form 4790 at th time of enty Intothe United States or the time of departure from the United Stftes with the Customs officer in clange at any Customs oort f entry
or departure.
An additional report of a particular transooatron mailing. or shipping of currency or other monster nstruments, snot reguiredIf a complete ao truthful report has alrady been fiea. Howler no person otherwise raguired to fisa report shal be Scuaidfrom liability for failure to do so If, In acs, a complete ead truthful report has not been filed. Forms may be obtained from anyUnited States Customs Service office.
PENALTIES. - Cloil end olminal penaltls, Inoludln under certnl circumstanes a fine of not more than g50OOO and Imprison.
manst of not wore than ise years, era provided forfeiure so tile e report, supply InfAnmasion, end for filing a fitle at fredeuleet
neport, In addltIon, the -iarecey or monetary Instrument may bt subject to elaure end fenfeitune. See otlons 103.47, f03.S
nd 103.4 of the reguietions.
DefinItions
Bank. - Each agent, agency, branch or office within the United States ofre foreign dank end sabh eency, branch or office withinthe Uniteg Stewts of any person doing asiness in one or more of the capeCities listed; (1) a commercial tank or trct companyOrg niaea under the laws of any state or of the United States; (2) a prioate bank. (3o) %vings edo loan asor ation or e bcilbng ndloan association organizedunder the laws of any state on o to United States; (d) en insured institution as defined in section 401 Ofthe National Housing Act; ( 5) a savings bank industrial bank or other thrift Institution C ( reait union organized under the lawsof any state or of the United States;and (7) any other organization Charterad under the banking laws of any state and subjeKt to the
supervision of the bank supervisory authorities of e state.
Foreign Rank, - A bank organized under foreign law or an agency, branch or offita located Outside the United States of a bank.The trm does not include en agent, agency, branch or Ufice within the United States of a bank organized under foreign law.
Broker s Oseler in Seourii.s. - A broker or dealer in securities ragistered or required to be registered with the Securities and Eo-
change Comm ssIon under the Securities Eochange Act o 934.
IDENTIFYING MUMRER. - Individualeshould enter their socll sesurlty number, If any. However, oalens who do not hae ASociel seourity number should enter passport or alien registrtlion oumber All otbae shoula sot r their employer idnn istlon
numbs.
SnestmoeSeorit. Anintrument onion: (1) is issued rh bearer or registered form, (2) isofa& type commonly dea Itin upon
seuritiessoohhnpes on markets Uncommonly recognizd in any area in which it is issued or deal in as a mediumfor instmena rt(3) is either on of a class or series or by its terms is dioisible into a caSS or series of instruments; and (4) evidences a share, par.ticiptiun o other interst in property or in an enfOrpris or evudences an Obligation of the issuer.
Monetary Instruments. - Coin orcurrency of the United Stares or of any other country, travelers oheoks money ordots, investment
securities in bearer form on otherwise in such form that titl thereto passes upon deiery, and negofiebie instruments (eocept wars.house receipts or bills of lading( in beater form or other in such form that title therto passes upon delivery. The term includs bank
checks, travelars checks and money orders which are signed but on which the name Ut thepaye has been omitted, but does not in
clude bank check' -e s or money orders made payable to the order of named Person which hve not been endorsed
or which bear estrictia endorsements.
Parson. - An individual, a torporetion, a partnership, a t oet int stock company, a association, asyndicate, joint
esnc, or other uninoorportad orgenisation or group, anh all entities cognor able as legal personalitis,
Spieeal Instructions
YOu should complete eachline whicha pplies to you Part If. - Line 22, Enter theoe cdate youp#tipdorreacidcurn cy
or the Ponelary 1 ns ru Linm ne 23, Chck the cmioa ble b o and give the complete name and address Of the shippr or reci.pierinen l tl. -Lina 2, Ic urrency or monetary instruments of more then om country is involved, attacha scowi sho0irg
sech kind, county, end amount.
P"IVOlOy NOTIFIC-1 IOR
Psrauenl oiiuisreurementsrurPuhli Lawous.l. priseyA rt h 1i"it4). nuiie ishershyiinaiibee, uthurruiluii tM iu , m iono I're
enspOireccorderucewyt U.S.C .ttlld a Pubio Lawgl.t0e.O UOL 1101;tUSCO',l Iccureaouaclunnieelou.u io1c50;rsesunyOspr .e ho. s re -iisei.. " eddUdh noo Ric
Tbe prfii purposo fur rulil+isetlifInrmatii isni sursminnlc of reputl r reords lhere suth repri urreords urehe hhdejyauf usafulnesa in olini. lea or reeultur inreal flercrur pruisodoss The rfurmerius crilleuled ela be erorided iulouse Ofhcwes imewp en
uf theL .ucluw$Sberwuaerd nyruiharw+nsuit nl uroi ohe Oewrr elufibel IyrseofebhesaerIaeafutihreIoraielbah pertor meeseoffec" dabs.l Toe rscordswre srrloeny olhe lrotprlleo lnufuflh iaderliusmnioponlsae lulllaftlhe hlld otfsohas
Iilsolua I hnisr ilun s eand- las. Csu oz. w S.nses1o ate
l 
atld niirellt i+a as wall asi e u lb I Il l in u';I er aisinnl lo e iliia ,
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REPORT OF FOREIGN BANK
AND FINANCIAL ACCOUNTS





This ror- should be used oraport financial inttt in or tsignature auhoriy other authority oer on ar more bank accounts. ecuritis accounts.
ot Othe' financial ccouns in foreian countries as required by Ospartmnet of the Traaeury Regulations (31 CFR 103). YOu are not requrld to file
report I the aagrepate v1lue of the accounts did not onceed $1,OO0. Check all epProprie boom. SEE INSTRUCTIONS ON BACK FOR OEFINI.TIONS
1. Name ILast. First. Middle) 2. Social security number or employer 3. Name in lem I
identification number if other than refers to
individual C1 indieidual
4. Address (Street, City. State, Country, ZIP) 0 Partnership
0 Corporation
o Fiduciary
. 0 I had signature authority ot other authority over one or mo foreign accounts, but I had no "financial interest" in such accounts (sm
instruction J(. Indicate for these amnounts:
(a) Name and social security number or taxpayer identification number of each owner
(b) Address o each owner ............................. .................... . .............
_Io not complete item 9 for these accounts)
6. C I had a financial interest" in one or mom foreign accounts owned by a domestic corporation, partnership or trust which is required to file
Form 90.22.1 (Sea instruction L). Indicate for then accounts:
(a) Name and taxpayer identification number of each Such corporetion, partnership or trust ..................................................................
f( Address of each such corporation. partnership or trust .................................................................................................................
(0o not complete Item 9fot these accounts)
7. C I had e "tinancial inerest" in one or more foreign accounts, but the total moolmum value of thes =ccounta (see instruction I1 did not exceed
S.000 at any time during the year. if you checked this box. do not complete item 9).
8. 0 I had a "financial interest" in 25 or mom foreign accounts. (If you checked this hox, do not comple item 9)
9. If you had a "financial interest" in one or more but fewer than 25 foreign accounts which are required to be reported, and the total maximum
value of the accounts exceeded $10,000during the year (see instruction 1). write the total number of those acounts hem:
Complete items (a) through (f) below for one of the accounts ani attach a separate Form 90-22.1 for each of the others
(I) Name in which account is maintained (b) Name of bank or other parson with whom account is maintained
(c) Number and other account designation, it eny (dl Address of office or branch where account is maintained
(e) Type of account. (if not certain of English neme for the type of account, giue the foreign language name and describe the nature of the account.
Attach additional sheets if necenary.)
1 Bank Account [] Securities Account I1 Other (specify) .............
(If Maximum value of account le instruction I)
[3 Under $10,000 - $10,000 to 150.000 - S50.0100 to $100,000 0 Over $100,000
10 Sigatur e 11, Title o ecesser if reporting personal Sacunt t112.to
PRIVACY ACT NOTIFICATION
Pursuant to the tequitamanse of Public 93-W7e. (Priven Act of t974) notice is hareb ainan that the euthotit to collect information on Form00.22.1 in accordance with U.SC. hO2(e((3( is uhle Lam 058: 3t U.S.C. 1 25 U.S..301, 3t CFA Part I03
The principal purpo for colating she information it tO aesur meintenence of rsmorts or records where Such raporse O raordl hace a ElsE dagrac0f usefulne in criminal. to. or regulatory inPantlgpttons or nroqedinse Tha information collected may ha provded to those off iOrs end employees
of any cnttuen- nto the Oarmens of the Treasury hho h-N. ndtorhrsrin th prrmneftheir duties. The records me bereferred so any Other department or Igncy of the Federal Government upon thea r ueur Of ths hea of hei dtet. T rora Of ea
crimlnal. ta, or regulatory inneatigetioe or proceding.
Isolsune of thle Information is mandatory. Civl and criminal anlsie. including unde certain circumstances ine of not more than $000.000 andimprieonment of not more than fire yeare. are ernded afor failure so lila a report. supply information. and for filing a falS or fraudulent raort,.
Disloieure of the Social s•¢uritr number le maedatory. The authority to colle-t this number 1 3t CFR 103. The social Security number will be used
sea moans to Ident)iny the tinoal, who tie he reot.
... . . ... z I
........... - - ........ ... ............ . ...... ......... ....... -
...............................  ... . .....................




A. Who Must File a Rpoi-Each
United StaeS peron who has a financial
interest In or signature authority or other
authority Over bank, secutrite, or other
financial accounts in . foreign country,
which exceeded grace in aggregate
value at ary time duing the calender
year, must report that relationship each
calendar year by tiling Form g- 2.1 with
the Department of the Treasury on or
before June el ot succeeding year.
An officer or ompiopee e commer.
cil bank which is subject to the eupervi.
sion of the Comptroller of the Currency,
the Board of Governors ofthe Federal
Reserve System, or the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation need not report
that he has signatur or other authority
over a foreign bank, securities or other
financial account maintained by the
bank unless he has a personal financial
interest in the Acount.
In addition. softicer or employee ot1
domestic corporation whose securiis
are listed upon netiorl securitie ex
changes or which has assets ecceeding
$1 million and 500 or mare ehareholyea
of record need not tile such a report can.
comning his signature authority over .
foreign financial account of the corpora.
teon, it he has no personal financial in-
terest in the account and hus e ed'
olsed in writing by the chief financial
officer ofthe corporation that the cor-
poration has iled a current report which
includes that account.
5. bolted States Petege-The term
'onitad Stores person" means (1)
citiean or rasident or the United States,
(2yadomestic pannrlhp, 3). domestic
corporation, or (4) a domestic estate or
trust,
C. Wren snd wham to Fle-This
report shall ha tiled on or before June 30
each calendar year with the Department
of the Treasury, Post Office oc 211304.
Central Station. Washington, DC.,
20OD5,
0. Acoant In a Foreign Conty-A
"tota gn country" includes all
geographical areas scated outside the
United States. Guam, Puerto RIco, and
the Virgin islands.
Report any account maintained with a
bank (eocept a miiitary banking facility
ea defined In Instruction E) or broker or
dealer in scuritiea that is located in a
foreign Country, even It it is a p of a
United States bank o other Institution,
DO nt report any account maintained
with a branch, agency, or other office 01
aforeign bnk ot other institution that Is
ocaled in the United States, uam,
Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands,
E. Military Bankng Fanillty-Do not
Consider So an account in a foreign
country, an socounl in an Institution
known s a "United States military banh.
Ing faility" (or "United States military
finance facilityt) opereted by a United
States financial Institution designated
by the United States Goernmant to
sere U.S. Government installations
ebroad, even if the United btatenr iitary
banking facility is located in Z ilgn
country.
P. Bank, Financial Account-The
term "bank account" means a saoings,
demand, Checking, deposit, loan or any
other account maintained with a lne.
Clef Institution or other person engaged
in the businese of banking. It Includes
certificates of deposit.
The term "eWcurtiee account" meana
an account maintained with a finmial
institution or other person who buys,
sells, holds, or trades stock or other
acutfies for the benefit of another.
The term "other financial ccount"
means ay other account maintained
with a financial institution or other por.
son who accepts deposits, exchanges or
tr&mits funds, or ants as a broker or
dealer tor future transactions in any
commodity on (or subject to the rules o)
commodity eochange or ssociation.
0. Finanoal inaremrt-A financial in.
terest in a hank, acurilies, or other
financias account in e foresin Country
means an interst descrlbd in either of
the following two paragraphs;
()t A United States peron has a renan.
ciai intsreet in each account for which
such person Is the owner ci records or
has legal title, whether the account is
maitaned for his or her own benetil or
tot the benefit of others Including non
United States prsons. it an account is
maintained in tho name of two persons
Jointly, or It seeal persons each own .
partial interest in an account, each of
those United States persons hoe a line.
c1al interest in that account.
(2) A United States pars-n has a rins.
ciol interest in each bank, securities, or
other financial account In a foreign
country for which the owner of record or
holder of gal title Is: (a) a person acting
aS an agent, nominee, attorney, or in
some other capacity on behalf of the
U.S. person; (b) a corporation in which
the United Statee person uwns directly
or indirectly more than 50 percent of the
total value of shares of stOCk; i span'
nerehip In which the Untd States per'.
son Owns an interest in more thau 50 per
cent of the profits (distributive smre of
income); or (d) trst in which the United
States person either has a present
beneficial interest In more than ho par
cent of the assets or from which such
person receives more than 50 percent of
the current Income.
H. Signatur or Other Authority Oo
en Acount-
Signatur AuIrtariy-A person han
signature authority over an account ii
such person can control the disposition
o0 money or other property in It ho
delvery Of a document containing his or
her eignature (or his or her lignsture and
that of one or more other peraons) to the
bank or other person with whom the an
count is maintained
other autnority e ists in er on who
can exeruise co pouacle  over an
account by direct communication to the
bank or other peron witn shom the c.
count is maintained, either orally or by
some other means.
1. Account Valuatl-For items 7, 0,
and Instruction A, the maVimum nalue of
en account Is the largelt arount of cur
rency and non-monatary, eses that Is-
pear on ay quarirtry or nfore trquent
account sftament isse Ior h
pplilcable year. If priodic account
statements are not ao issuad, the ma.
Imum account aset valus is the lZat.
:mount of currency and non-monetery
easet in the account at any time during
the year. Convert foreign currency by us
Ing the official exchange rate at the end
of the year. In valuing currency of a coun.
try that uses multiple exchange rates,
use the rate whioh would apply It the Cur-
rency in the account wre convoed into
United Slats dollare at the Close ol the
calendar year.
The value of stock, other ecurities or
other non-monetary aeseta in an account
reported on Form 90-22.1 is the fair
market value at the end of the Calendar
Year, or it withdrawn from the account, at
the time of the withdrawal.
For purposes of items 7 9, and In.
stroction A, if you had a ficncia) In.
farest In mare than one account, each
account Io to be valued separately in a.
cordance with the loragoing two
paragraphs.
It you had a financial interest in one or
more but lewer than DD accounts, and
you am unable to determine whether the
imum value o those accounts ex.
ceeded t0.00 at any time during the
Year, check itm 9 (do ot check item 7)
and complete Item 9 for each of these
accounts.
J. United States Persona with
Authority Over but No Interest In an Ag'
sosnt-lEcept aS provided In InSiruc.
lion A and the folowing paragraph, you
must state the name, address, and ide.
tifying number of each owner of an a.
count over which you had authorily, but
il you check item Sfor mtre than oesne-
coun of the same owner, you need lin.
lily the owner ono once.
If you check Item 5 for one or more ac
count In which no United States person
had a linancial interest, you may stlets on
the first line of this item. In lieu of uup.
plying information about he owner, "No
U.S pron had any financial Interest In
the foreign accounts." This statement
must ha hoed upon the actual belle of
•the person tilng this form alter heor she
has taken reasonable measures to an.
dute its correctness.
It you check item 5 tot accounts
owned by domsi corporation and its
domestic endior foreign subsidiaries.
you may treat them as one owner and
write in the space provided, the name of
the parent corporation. followed by "and
related entities," and the identifying
number and address of the Paint cor.
oratlon.
K. Consolidafd ReWlg-
A corporation shich owns directly or
Indirectly more then S percent Intarest
in one or more other entities Will b per'
milted to file a consolidated reporI on
Form 90-22t, on behalf of itself and
such other entities provided that a
listing of them is made part of the con.
solidated report. Such reports should be
signed by an authorized official of the
eten corpnration.
It ha group of entities covered by a
consoidated report has a financial in.
yfrost In 25 or mars foreign financial ac.
counta, the reporting corporation need
only aote that fact on the form; It will,
howanet, be required to provide detailed
infontlion coceming each account
when so requested by the Secretary or
his delegate.
L. Aeoiding Duplicata Reportling-lit
you had financial interest (aS defined In
instruction G(2b), (c) or (dl) In one or
more accounts which ar owned by a
domestic corporation. partnerehip or
trust which Ia required to file Form
g0-22. with respect o these accounts
In lieu of Completing Ilem 9 to each an.
Count you may check item 6 and provide
the inreod Information.
M. Pruding Additiapel Inforwa.
ion-Any ,. -mj who does not comr.
pler ilem 0. shalf when requested by the
Department Of the Tresury prOnide the
informtion calied tot in item 9,
N. Siglatur (tam 10)-Thu report
must be aignp by the person named In
Item 1. II the report is being filed on
behall O a partnerahip, Corporation, Or
fiduciary, It must be signed by an
authorized indlvldul,
0. Penltlia-For criminal penalties
io ailure to Illea report, supply Intorma.
lion, and for filing a tales or fraudulent
eort - 31 U.S.C. 105 , 31 U.S.C. tacM,
and S U.S.C. 1001.

